




EPROM EMULATOR 11
This is a revamped version of an EPROMemulator we
published about three years ago. This time we propose to build
the circuit with standard size components rather than SMA
(surface mount assembly) components, which some of you
have found difficult to obtain as weil as handle. The present
version of the emulator has a RAMof 64 KByte, and is capable
of emulating 2764s up to and including 27512s.Also, by
parallel connection of Centronics cables, extensions to bus
widths of 16 bits or 32 bits are easier than before.

Design by B.C. Zschocke and
N. Breidohr

vantages are well-known: the contents of the
RAM can be overwritten as many times as
you like, and the data transfer from the pe
(running an assembler) to the target system
is much faster. Errors in the object program
are thus easily and qu.ickly corrected, be-
cause it is no langer necessary to remove the
EPROM, erase it, and reprogram it.

AN EPROM emulator replaces the
EPROM in a computer system (for

which a program is to be developed) by a
RAM that behaves like an EPROM. The ad-
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MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

• Emulates EPROMs 2764
through 27512

• Connected to Centronics port
• Auto-reset function
• S-, 16- or 32-bit conflguration
• No driver software requlred;
use is made 01exlsting system
utilities (MS-DOS,Windows, ST
and Amiga)

The data transfer frorn the pe to the em-
ulator described here does not require spe-
cial fiJe formats like Intel-Hex, Tektronics or
Motorola. Instead, standard system uriliries
can be used to output the previously pre-
pared binary file via the Centronics port.

Application range
The present emulator replaces the byte-or-
ganized EPROMs with a capacity of
8 KBytes (2764) to 64 KBytes (27512). The
now obsolete 2-KByte and 4-KByte EPROMs
Types 2716 and 2732 may elso be emulated
with the aid of a specially prepared adaptor
board. Up to four emulators may be con-
nected in parallel to 'attack' systems with a
bus width of 32 bits. The EPROM da ta may
be furnished by any computer system with a
Centronics port. The STROßE pulses sup-
plied by the computer have four funcrions:
(1) they indicate that the data is stable and
valid; (2) they enable the emulator; (3) they
dock three-state counters IC7, ICs and ICg;
and (4) they select a particular emulator in
16-bit or 32-bit systems.
The counter outputs address two RAM

ICs with a capacity of 32 Kbyte each. The
data applied to the input of the emulator is
'acknowledged', and copied directly into
the RAM. The selection of the RAMs is ac-
complished via AIS of counter le9, and one
half of ICJ2. After the last byte has been
stored in the RAM, the countcr is switched
to h.igh-impedance output mode ('three-
state'). The individual RAM addresses are
then avaiJable for selection through the ad-
dress buffer. and can be read via the data
output buffer. The addressing of the RAM at
this stage is accomplished by the hast sys-
tem, i.e., the computer system or (more gen-
erally) application circuit whose EPROM is
emulated.

Circuit description
Essentially. the circuit consists of three
blocks:

(1) A control section around lC10 and ICll,
which serves to ensure the proper bus tim-
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Fig.1. Block diagram of the EPROM emulator.

ing on the Centronics interface, and gener-
ate a number of internal signals. This secnon
also supplies the RESET signal for the appli-
cation circuit (Auto-RESET). All signals are
taken to the 'outside world' via open-collec-
tor buffers/drivers contained in leB. One
driver serves to genera te the strobe signaL

(2) A byte selection circuit (Ie? and one half
of rel2), which arranges the distribution of
the received 8-bit data between parallel em-
ulators in 16-bit and 32-bit apphcanons. This
circuit is required only if a 16-bit or 32-bit ex-
tension is envisaged.

(3) A RAM address and load address gener-
ator consisting of a counter (Ke and IC9)
that supplies the RAM addresses during
loeding. a latch (IC6) for interrnecliate stor-
age of Centronics databytes, and drivers
(IC3, le. and les) that interface to the
EPROM socket in the application circuit.
Depending on the mode of operation of the
circuit (loading or emulating), either the
counter/latch combination or the EPROM
socket interface are in control of the EPROM
addresses and data.
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EPROM EMULATOR 11

Sirtee 64-Kx8-bit RAMs are not easily ob-
tained at reasonable prices, the present em-
u1ator is based on two 32-KxB-bit RAMs.
These offer a total storage capacity of
64 KByte, and allow the emulator to mirnie
EPROMs up to and tncluding the 27512.
When smaller EPROMs are used, address
lines AI5 (27256), A15/ AI4 (27128) or
A15/A14/AI3 (2764) must be tied to
ground via the appropriate jumpers (see
Table I).

Operation in detail
The Centronics standard stipulates that data
must be stable for a certain time before and
after the STROßE pulse. This ensures free-
dom of using either the leedmg or the trail-
ing edge of the strobe signal to capture data
from the printer's Centronics input. In the
emulator, both edges are used.

At power-up, R7 and C7 provide a de-
fined state. Bistables IClla and ICllb are set,
while bistables K'roe and IC10b are reset.
ICllb dears a11 counters, and switches the
circuit to the emulate mode. With reference
to the timing diagram of the 8-bit version
(Fig. 2), Öle negative edge 01 the STROßE
signal triggers IC10b, and resets ICna and
rCl1b. Next, IC11b switches the circuit to load
mode, and actuates the RESET line. ICl1a ac-
tuates the Centron.ics BUSY line, and the
positive edge at its output eauses the
counter state to be transferred to the counrer
rsgtsrer, and the Centronics databyte to be
transferred to the Jatch. Data and address
are allowed to stabilize at the respective
RAM inputs while the STROßE pulse lasts.
The positive edge 01 the STROßE pulse trig-
gers ICw" and actuates the RAM WRlTE
signal and the Centronies ACKNLG (ae-
knowledge) signal during the monotime of
IC10a. The signal edge that marks the mono-
time sets ICna, and so clears the BUSY sig-
nal. At the same time, the ccunter is
advaneed one state. The first byte has been
stored in RAM, and the circuit is ready to re-
ceive the next byte. A byte reeeived within
the monotime of ICIOb causes this mono-
stable to be triggered again. Otherwise, the
above cyele starts again on deteetion of the
negative edge 01 the STROßE pulse. jf no
databyte is received during the rnonotime of
IC10b, the circuit switches to emulate mode,
clears the RESET sfgnal. switehes the COWl-

ters to three-state, and resets them. At this
point, the RAM addresstng is taken over by
the application circuit.
To prepare the circuit for use in 16-bit or

32-bit applieations, IC? and one half of IC"
divide the internal RAM WRITE and
counter output signals. Depending on the
jumper settlng. either the each first, second,
third or fourth byte is copied into the lateh,
while the counters reeeive an appropriately
reduced number of dock pulses. The RAMs
are switched via their CS (chip seleet) lines,
with the aid of address line AIS and the
other half of ICl2.

At first glance. the outputs of ICIOb and
rCl1b behave identically. Why, then, are
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Fig.4. Track layouts (mirror images) and component mounting plan of the peB designed for the EPROM emulator.
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
6 10kQ

1 470Q
1 lMQ
4 100kn

2 7-way 10kQ SIL

Oapacttors:
Pitch 0.2 inch (5 mm):
1 470~ F 16V radial
2 330nF
11 100nF
1 lnF
Pitch 0.1 inch (2.5 mm):
1 100~ F 16V radial
1 2~F2 16V radial

Semiconductors:
1 LED, green, 3mm
2 62256 «100ns)
3 74HCT541
1 74HCT574
3 74HC590
1 74HCT123
1 74HCT74
1 74HCT139
1 7407 (74LS07)
1 7805

Rl ;R2;R4;R5;
R8;R12
R3
R6
R7:R9;R10;
Rl1
R13;R14

Cl
C2;C7
C3;C8-C18
C5

C4
C6

Dl
IC1;IC2
IC3;IC4:IC5
IC6
IC7;IC8;IC9
IC10
ICll
IC12
IC13
IC14

Miscellaneous:
1 12-way DIP switch block,

or 24-way pin header block
with jumpers Sl
40-way box header K1
34-way box header K2
40-way IDC socket
34-way IDC socket
IDC Centronics socket
TO-220 style heatsink
Printed eircuit board 910082
ASS enclosure; approx.
size 160x80x32mm

IC sockets
28-way DIL adaptor (see Fig. 5)
Approx. 50cm 36-way flatcable

both used? The tinring diagram shows an
unexpected, rather unwelcome, quirk of the
rnonostable, IC10b. At the (relatively long)
monotime. the time between the triggering
instant and the output actuation instant is
not short enough. This caused problems in a
number 01 prototypes. The trigger signal
supplied by IC10b actuates ICl1b instantly,
while ICllb is de-actuated again by the neg-
ative edge of IClOb. Capacitor C6 may also
cause trouble if it can not be discharged
quickly enough by lelD. Increasing its value
must, therefore, be done with care.

LED Dt lights when the computer feeds
data into the emulator. The (active low)
RESET signal is taken to the application cir-
cuit via connector Kz. On completion of the
load activity, the emulator releases the

EPROM EMULATOR U

51: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

8-bit on on

16-bit on on

32-bit on on

Byte-s 0 1 2 3

Power external on

Power from EPROM socket on

+5V on Centronics input on

BUSY on centrentos input on

(Switch = OFF when not otherwise noted)

EPROM type Jumper A13 Jumper A14 Jumper A15

2764 (8 KByte) off off off

27128 (16 KByte) on off off

27256 (32 KByte) on on off

275f2 (64 KByte) on on on

Table 1. Jumper settings tor emulator bus width and EPROM type.

RE5ET line, and so re-starts the application
circuit, which subsequently runs its new
softwäre eontained in the emulator RAM.

The emulator is powered either by the
application circuit (via 51-10), or by the on-
board stabilizer (via 51-9), whose input is
conneeted to a small mains adaptor with d.c.
output. Whether or not an external power
supply is required is, of course, dependent
on the capa city of the target system's power
supply. Apower supply conflict may arise
when the emulator is powered by the appli-
eation circuit, and this is switched off or
powered down during reset, while the

'other side' of the emulator is connected to
the PC (which is still on) via a Centronics
cable. If this happens. the emulator is pow-
ered via the proteetion diodes in the
Centtonics interface of the PC This results
in a supply voltage of about 3 V, which is
sufficient for the RAMs to retain their data,
but not for the TTL circuits to operate prop-
erly. If in this condition, the application cir-
cuit is switched on, the emulator may go
into an undeftned state, which may be
ended by pressing a button connected be-
tween point '5' and ground. A better solu-
tion. however, is to power the emulator

~ 'iI .. ~ '9 ,......" "•..•..'.-- -~--., ••• '* • .,···'u- .........
'I-C:."",.=-=-. -:T.
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0\'1 ~ "' .. * ....
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Fig.5. lIIustrating the construction of the horne-made EPROM adaptor.
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Fig. 6. Completed printed circuit board.

frcm an external saurce via lel4. The previ-
ously described power supply conflict may
also darnage the emulator, because the cur-
rent sent into the application circuit via the
EPROM socket may become so high that the
driver J'Cs are destroyed.

the board, so keep an eye on the pitch of the
capacitors. Capacitor Cn is fitted at the 501-
der side of the board. underneath leI.

Pin header Kr Is suitable for MO types of
cormection: its pinning is compaüble with a
25-way sub-D connector (allowing ready
use of [De-style connectors), as well as with
a 36-way Centronics socket. When the latter
is used, make sure to remove pins 4 and 6, or
cut the relevant tracks. When a 25-way sub-
D conncctor is used, it is, unfortunately, not
possfble to create a 'loop-through' connec-
tion for the supply voltage. To reduce cost, a
40-way IDC socket was used on the proto-

Practical hardware
The printed circuit board designed for the
EPROM emulator is a high-density double-
sided, through-plated type, which ls best
purchased ready-made through our
Readers' Serv-ices. Space 15 pretty nght on

DOWNLOADING TO THE EPROM EMULATOR

COPY -ctilename» LPT1 :/B (lB lor binary output)pe/MS-DOS

COPY «tilenarne» PAR: (PAR:, not PRT:)Amiga

TOS On the ST it is sufficient to double-click on the lilename
shown on the desktop, and then output to 'printer'. It
should be noted, however, that the TOS appends a
CR/LF sequence to each lile. This means that the last
two bytes 01 a 32-Kbyte lile can not be used. However
a simple printer manager that does not output the CR/LF
sequence should not be too dillicult to write in Pascal,
C or BASIC.

type - a 26-way type (for connection to a
sub-D plug) is, of course, also possible.

The 16-bit and 32-bit versions of the
EPROM emulator require two or four C0111-

plete circuits, respectively, which are driven
by a common Iine, for instance, via four
IDC-style Centronics plugs. The jumper set-
rings on each board may be found in Table 1.
The emulators are mutually synchronized
via the ACK li.ne on the Centronics interface.
The BUSY line may be connected on one
board only (51-12). In case the emulators are
to be powered by a stngle. external, supply.
this is connected to one board only, from
where the supply voltage is distributed via
pin 51-11 on each board. On the board from
which the supply voltage is distributed, 51-
9 must be closed. On all other boards, 51-9 is
open. 51-10 must be ciosed on a11boards.

Software
As already mentioned, special software Is
not strictly required. The emulator RAM can
be loaded with the aid of any system utility
capable of outputting binary files in binary
form, via the Centronics port. This means
that the EPROM emuJator can be used with
any computer sporting a Centronics-com-
patible printer port.
Users of MS-DOS PCs may want to obtain
version 2.0 of EPROMSJM, a program which
is available on disk through our Readers
Services as item ESS129.EPROMSlM sup-
ports EPROMs up to 64 KByte, and is capa-
ble of handling the following 'intelligent'
fiJe formats:
• Intel Intellec-8;
• Tektronix hexadecimal:
• Motorola.

Construction
When building the circuit, remember to re-
move pins 4 and 6 of the Centronics socket,
if used. To ensure ready access, the DIP
switch array is best mounted on Je sockets.
Alternatively, you may want to fit the
switches at the sold er side of the board, and
cut a clearance in the back partel of the en-
closure. The LED wires may be extended to
enable the LED to be fitted in a hole in the
cover panel. Further constructional points
that deserve your attention are the mount-
ing of the Centronics input socket, and the
strain relief on the flatcable to the EPROM
adaptor.
The EPROM adaptor is horne-made. As

shown in Fig. 5, it consists of a piece of strip-
board. two lengths of Je pin strip. a box
header and two 28-way le sockets. The flat-
cable fram the EPROM emulator is fitted
with a 28-way IDC socket. You may want to
make one adaptor for each EPROM type,
and wire jumpers A13, A14 and AlS appro-
priately. direct on the socket. Wires 29 to 34
of the flatcabJe are connected to the RESET
generator on theemulator board, and may
also be taken to the adaptor socket to create
a RE5ET connection for the application cir-
cuit. •
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A.F. DIGITAL- TO-ANALOGUE CONVERTER

PART 2

Design by T.Giesberts

BEFORE the construction is dlscussed. it
was thought useful and interesting to

have a look at the test results from our tWQ

prototypes. Note that bath of them were K
versions usingType5534A oparnps in theour-
put filter and buffer section. The measure-

ments were carried out with an A udio Prec:ision
System Oneanalyser (withFFf option), while
the signals were obtained from a number of
special measurement-CDs (CD-l frorn CBS;
Test Sampie 3 and Audio Signals Disc 1 from
Philips; and Digital Test frorn Pierre Verany).

For dariry's sake, all figures illustrating the
measurement results pertain to one channel
(the results of the other channel were, for all
practical purposes, iden tica 1).
The -{).1 dB figure at 20 Hz (see Fig. 8) re-

sults from the effect of the servo control,
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which acts as a high-pass filter, The 0.25 dB
fall-off at 20 kHz is ensured by the analogue
output filter. It would have been possible to
straighten the curve here. but that would
have meant a lugher cut-off frequency and,
consequently, worse suppression of the sam-
pling frequency and worse phase behaviour
in the pass-band (since a Cauer or Chebishev
filter would then have to be used). The char-
acteristic in Fig. 8 is virtually a Butterworth
curve with a near-constant time delay in the
pass-band up to 20 kHz.
Theharmonicdistortion (THD+noise)char-

acteristic is shown in Fig. 9. At frequencies

below 1 kHz, the distortion is identical to
that specified by Burr-Brown for their K ver-
sions: -96 dß. Above 1 kHz, the distortion
increases very slightly, owing to the effect of
the numberofsamples perperiod and because
frequencies above 20 kHz are suppressed (a
sharp cut-off filter as, for instance, recom-
mended by Philips for measurements above
20 kHz was not used).
The linearity deviation-see Fig. 10-was

measured down to -100 dB (!rom -70 dB to
-100 dB with dithering).
Thecross-talk characteristic inFig.ll shows

that the channel separation isexcellent: -105dB

at 20 kHz and -135 dB at 100 Hz indicate
that the curve is virtually the same as the
noise characteristic of the converter.
The de-emphasis characteristic in Fig. 12

does not show its accuracy with respect to
the theoretical curve, but the deviation be-
tween the two was measured at <0.15 dB
over the 20Hz to 20 kHz frequency range.
Pigure 13 shows the spectrum analysis

over the frequency range up to 80 kHz. The
10kHz test signal was effectively suppressed
bya band filter, so that the residual products
are clearly indicated. Note the 2nd and 4th har-
monicsofthe testsignaland themixingprod-

C1

o IC1

3 C19

Fig. 14. The printed-circuit board tor the power supply section.

920063-1 esocea- ~
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uet (78.2 kHz) of the test signa! and twiee
theCDsampling frequency (2x44.1kHz),since
the analogue filter does not have an infinite
roll-oft.

Construction
It is advisable to read earefully through this
seetion before buying any components, be-
cause the design contains some fairly ex-
pensive ICs. As far as the YM3623B and
DF1700P are concerned, there Is not much
choice, because these devices are made inonly
one version. The PCM63P, however, is avail-
able in three grades: that without suffix is
the eheapest, the PCM63p-J is next and the
PCM63P-K is the dearest. Depending on the

A.F. DIGITAL·TO·ANALOGUE CONVERTER - PART 2

market area, the difference between the first
and the -K version can be E10-E15. The dif-
ference between these versions lies in the ac-
curacy (thatis, withoutcalibration). At 1kHz
and full drive, the -K version has a THD+noise
figure of -96 dB; the -J version, -92 dB; and
the cheapest version. -88 dB.
Type OP27 opamps are specified for the

le10 and Ie18 positions because of their off-
set voltage and low noise. Faster oparnps are
not recommended in the servo control.
The AD844, used in the IC6 and IC14po-

sitions, has properties that make it parneu-
larly suitable for use inD-A converters: good
bandwidth (60MHz at unity gain); high slew
rate (2000V/us) andshortsettling time (l00ns
to reach an accuracy ofO.l%). Moreover, it can

drive low-impedance Joads (50 mA into
50 Q) and is reasonably priced.
There is a good choice as far as the re-

maining opamps are concerned. According
to our measurements, the most suitable are
the NE5534A, the LTl1l5, the TLE2027 and
the OPA627. A1though the OPA627 is much
faster than the 'ordinary' 5534 and, moreover,
has FET inputs, we found, in our measure-
ments, that there is very Iittle difference be-
tween the two. However, in listening tests, a
number ofpeople preferred the OPA627 in the
outputseetion (theopamp in the filter has less
influenceon thesound quality). Bear in mind
that we are talkmg here of very small differ-
ences that become audible only on firsr dass
audio installations.

•,

o tI--.,.... ......-.-O-O-O.,...,'-O.,-.--"""":'i0 : 7Z§I
.. 0000" '171i"~~=~==~~ 0 - : 0 00- :io 0- _0 0

..: f.~
- 0
- 0 0-

Fig. 15. Printed-circuit mother board, shown here at 80% 01 true size.
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PARTS LIST RI5 = 22 MQ pclystyrene (see rext)
R16, RI7, R18, R35, R36, R37 = 47 Q C44. C45, C77, C78 = 2.2 W, 160 V, MKP t=
R 19, R20. R38. R39 = 330 kQ polypropylene)

Power supply board R21,R40=IQ C80 = 220 W, 6.3 V
Resistors: R22, R41 = 1.5 kQ, 1%
RI=68n R23, R42 = 1.07 in, 1% Semtecnductors:
R2 = 1.5 kQ R24, R43 = 475 Q, 1% D t -05 = 3 111m LED. high efficiency

R26, R45 = 2.49 kQ, 1% D6, D8, DJO, otz = IN4148
Capacitors: R27, R46= 931 Q, 1% D7. DI3 = BAT85
CI = 2200 W' 25 V R28. R29, R47, R48 = 2.43 kQ. ]% D9, DII = zener. 3 V. 400 mW
C2, C4. C6, C8, C14. C16, C18, C20, C22, R30. R49 = 2.74 kQ, 1% TI = BC546B
C24 = ]00 nF R31, R50 = 49.9 n, 1% T2-T5 = BS 170

C3, Ch 10W. 10 V R32, R33, R51. R52 = 6.81 kQ, 1% T6 = BC517
C5=22OW,25V R34. R53 = 4.99 kQ, 1% IC I = 74HCU04
C9-C12, C25-C28 = 47 nF, ceramic R54= IOQ IC2 = YM3623B (Yameha)
CI3, CI9 = 2200 W, 35 V R55 =47 kQ IC3 = 74HC239
C15, C17, cn, C23 = 10W, 25 V P I-P4::: 100 kQ multi-turn preset. vertical IC4 = DFI700P (BUlTBrown)

mounting (e.g., Baums Type 3296Y) IC5. ICl3 = PCM63P (Burr Brown)
Semiconductors: PS. P6 = 47 kQ multi-turn preset. vertical ICG, IC 14 = AD844AN (Analog Devices)
DI, D2= IN4001 mounting (e.g., Bourns Type 3296Y) IC7, IC8.IC9, ICI5,ICI6.IC17 = NE5534A
BI, B2 = B80C I500 ICIO,ICI8 = OP27
ICI = 7805 Capacitors: ICI1.ICI9 =7805
IC2= 7905 CI = 10 nF, ceramic IC 12, IC20 = 7905
IC3, IC4 = 7815 C2, C3, CI9, C52. C79 = 10011F
IC5, IC6 = 7915 C4= 8.2 nF 1\1iscellaneous:

C5,C6= 10pF lPI = 3-way header with jurnp link
Miscellaneous: C7, CIO, C20, C53 = 4.7 W, 10 V. radial K [ = audio socket für peB mounting (gold-
Mains transfcrrner, 2x9 V, 830 mA C8, cu, C28. C30, C38, C39, C41. C43, plated contacts preferred)
Mains transforrner. 2xl5 V, 500 mA C61, C63, C7!. C72. C74, C76, C81-C84 = 2 audio sockets with gold-plated comacts) for
Hear sinks for lCI, IC3-IC6 47 nF, ceramic analogue outpurs
PCB Type 920063-1 (see Readers' services) C9 = 15 nF Rel-Re4 = 12 V miniature relay

Cl2 = 100 pF X I = crystal. !6 MHz
Mother board C13, CI4, CI5, C46. C47. C48 = 47 pP PCB Type 920063-2 (see Readers' services)

Resistors: C16. Cl7, CI8, C49, C50. C51 = 100 nP'
RI=75n,l% C2!. C22, C56, C58 = 10 W, 10 V. radial * Surface mount type
R2 = 100 n C23, C25, C56. C58 = IO W, 10 V, radial
R3~IOkn C24, C26, e57. C59 = 100 1lF, ceramie
R4 =4.7 Q C27. C29, C40, C42. C62. C62, C73, C75 =
R5= 18kQ 47 W, 25 V, radial
R6=270n C31. C64 = 33 nF, polystyrene, 1%
R7, R25, R44 = l Mn C32, C34, C36. C65. C67, C69 = 1.5 nF,
RB, RI4 = 2.2 Q polystyrene. 1%
R9-R 13 = 470 Q C33, C35, C37, C66, C68, C70 = 22 pF,
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whenchoosmg opamps, pay particular at-
tention to thestability in theanalogue secnon.
If the chosen type is not stable at unity gain
(in our tests, that was only true of the 5534),
each lC must be provided with a compensat-
ing capacitor: in case of the 5534, a 22 pF
polystyrene type between pins 5 and 8.There
is provision for these on the PCB and they
are shown in the circuit diagram (Fig. 5).
Details of these capacitors. and where to
plaee them, can be found in the data sheets
of opamps not mentioned here.
Commencetheconstruction with thepower

supply board-see Fig.14. Theonly thing that
needs to be noted here is that all regulators.
except lC2, must be fitted on a heat sink.
The mother board-see Fig. 15- requires

rather more work. It has been designed to
ensure good separation of the anaJogue sec-
tions of the two channels. The top of the
board eontains an earth plane for all ana-
logue components: this plane (for each chan-
nel) isconneeted to analogue earth in001 Y one
place.
Remember that capacitors C33, C35, C37,

C66,C68' and C70are only required ifType 5534
oparn ps are used.
In some case, surface-moun t design (SMD)

capacitors are specified, because these types
can be soldered (as they should be) very close
to the associated lC pins.
If a distortion meter is not available, omit

Pl-P 4, R20, R38 and R39, because the MSBs of
the converters then cannot be calibrated.
Note that fitting these components and set-
ting the potmeters to the centre of their travel
may result in a worse performance than if
the components had been omitted.
Presets Ps and P6 ere optional and only

required if it is feIt that the outpur levels of
the two channels should be absolutely equal.
Even when these components are omi tted. the
output levels of the channels are wi thin 0.25 d B
of each other; although they may not be ex-
actly, as preferred. 2.0 V r.m.s. The potmeters
can, of course, set the level to exactly 2.0 V
(if so, alkHz, 0 dB, digital test signal must
be used, not a digitized analogue signal: this
is nonnally indicated on the test CD). Note
that23.7 kQ resistars instead of the potmeters
will keep the output level very elose to 2.0 V.
The crystal shou1d be insulated at its un-

derside before it is mounted on the board.
Circuits rC1-IC4 may be fitted in an JC

holder, but ICs and rC13 must be soldered di-
rectly to the board. This is not only to prevent
bad contacts. but also because itensures that
these devices are as dose to the earth plane
as possible, In our opinicn, it is best to 501-
der all directly to the board; whence our ad-
vice at the beginning of this section. If YOli
rnust (for experimental purposes), only
[C7-[C9 and IC1S-IC17 should be fitted in
[C sockets, but these should be of prime qual-
ity (with gold-plated contacts). Note, how-
ever, that even such sockets show rapidly
deteriorating contacts when the lCs are re-
placed freguently.
Before connecting the power supply board

to the mother board, connect it to the mains
and check that a11voltage levels are as spec-
ified. Tf they are, connect the two boards
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together via not tao lang wires. Place jurnp
lead JPl as far as possible from connection
A. Solder same audio sockets to the digital
input (between connection B and earth) and
the analogue outputs. The input can then
be connected via a coaxial cable to the dig-
ital output 01,say, a CD player and the out-
puts, via a stereo cable, to the line Inputs of
an ampl.ifier (or pre-amplifier).

When the mains is switched on, all shouJd
be weil.
If you wish to use the converter in this

form and feel that you will not need a dig-
ital selector, optical inputs and outputs,
and a digital tape output (which will be de-
scribed in our next issue), you can install it
in a suitable endosure now. Otherwise, wait
and see the next and final instalment. •

Technical Data

• Suitable for sampüng frequencies of 32-48 kHz
• x8 oversampling
• 20- bit D-A converters
• Integral de-emphasis ctrcuit
• No capacitors in stgnal paths
• Servo control of d.c. setting in audio section
• Pseudo-passive GIC filter for suppressing sampling frequency
• Separate power supplies for analogue and digital sections

>100 dB
500 mV into 75 Q

Dynarme range
Nominal Input voltage,

(digital input)
Nominal output voltage
Output impedance
Frequency range
Signal-to-notse ratto
THD+noise (0 dB; 1 kHz)
Intermodulation distortion

(60 Hz; 7 kHz; 0 dB)
Ltnearity deviation

(stgnal levels to -100 dB)
ChanneI equalization
Deemphasis deviation

2 V r.m.s.
50Q
20 Hz-20 kHz (+0 dB; -0.25 dB)
>115 dB
<0.002%
<0.003%

<I dB

Within 0.1 dB
<0.15 dB
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which acts as a high-pass filter. The 0.25 dB
fall-off at 20 kHz is ensured by the analogue
output filter. It would have been possible to
straighten the curve here, but that would
have meant a higher cut-off frequency and,
consequently, worse suppression of the sam-
pling frequency and worse phase behaviour
in the pass-band (since a Cauer or Chebishev
filter would then have to be used). The char-
acteristic in Fig. 8 is virtually a Butterworth
curve with a near-constant time delay in the
pass-band up to 20 kHz.
The harmonie distortion (THD+noise) char-

acteristic is shown in Fig. 9. At frequencies

below 1 kHz, the distortion is identical to
that specified by Burr-Brown for their K ver-
sions: -96 dB. Above 1 kHz, the distortion
increases very slightly, owing to the effect of
the number ofsamples perperiod and because
frequencies above 20 kHz are suppressed (a
sharp cut-off filter as, for instance, recom-
mended by Philips for measurements above
20 kHz was not used).
The linearity deviation-see Fig. 10-was

measured down to -100 dB (from -70 dB to
-100 dB with dithering).
Thecross-talkcharacteristicin Fig.11shows

tha t the channel separation isexcellent: -105 dB

at 20 kHz and -135 dB at 100 Hz indicate
that the curve is virtually the same as the
noise characteristic of the converter.
The de-emphasis characteristic in Fig. 12

does not show its accuracy with respect to
the theoretical curve, but the deviation be-
tween the two was measured at <0.15 dB
over the 20 Hz to 20 kHz frequency range.
Figure 13 shows the spectrum analysis

over the frequency range up to 80 kHz. The
10kHz test signal was effectively suppressed
by a band filter, so that the residual products
are c1early indicated. Note the 2nd and 4th har-
monics of the tes t signal and the mixing prod-

Fig. 14_The printed-circuit board tor the power supply section.
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uct (78.2 kHz) of the test signal and twice
theCDsamplingfrequency(2x44.1 kHz),since
the analogue filter does not have an infinite
roll-off.

Construction
It is advisable to read carefully through this
section before buying any components, be-
cause the design contains some fairly ex-
pensive ICs. As far as the YM3623B and
DF1700P are concerned, there is not much
choice, beca use these devices are made in onl y
one version. The PCM63P, however, is avail-
able in three grades: that without suffix is
the cheapest, the PCM63p-J is next and the
PCM63P-K is the dearest. Depending on the

A.F. DIGITAL-TO-ANALOGUE CONVERTER - PART 2

market area, the difference between the first
and the -K version can be 00-05. The dif-
ference between these versions lies in the ac-
curacy (that is, without calibration). At 1kHz
andfulldrive, the-K versionhasa THD+noise
figure of -96 dB; the -J version, -92 dB; and
the cheapest version, -88 dB.
Type OP27 opamps are specified for the

IClQand ICIS positions because of their off-
set voltage and low noise. Faster opamps are
not recommended in the servo contro!.
The AD844, used in the IC6 and IC14 po-

sitions, has properties that make it particu-
larly suitable for use in D-A converters: good
bandwidth (60MHz at unity gain); high slew
rate (2000V/ us) and short settling time (100ns
to reach an accuracy of 0.1%). Moreover, it can

drive low-impedance loads (50 mA into
50 Q) and is reasonably priced.
There is a good choice as far as the re-

maining opamps are concerned. According
to our measurements, the most suitable are
the NE5534A, the LT1115, the TLE2027 and
the OPA627. Although the OPA627 is much
faster than the 'ordinary' 5534and, moreover,
has FET inputs, we found, in our measure-
ments, that there is very little difference be-
tween the two. However, in listening tests, a
numberofpeoplepreferred theOPA627 in the
ou tpu t section (the opamp in the filter has less
influence on the sound quality). Bear in mind
that we are talking here of very small differ-
ences that become audible only on first dass
audio installations.

Fig. 15. Printed-circuit mother board, shown here at 80% of true size.
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COMPUTERS ANDMICROPROCESSORS

100 REM Test program tor 4·fold OAC using BurrBrown OAC4815. OAC4.BA5
110 5=&H300: REM set card address 10 0300 HEX.
120 REM
130 REM •.•...._. set channell to + 10.000V •••...••..
140 OUT 5+0,255 : REM 00 ..07 L5B = 0..255 ( 8·Bit )
150 OUT 5+ 1,15: REM 08 ..011 M5B = 0.. 15 (4·Bil)
160 REM •••_-_. set channel2 to ·10.000V ••••.•._.
170 OUT 5+2,0
180 OUT 5+3,0
190 REM ... _-_. set channel3 to O.OOOV•••.•.•...
200 OUT 5+4,0
210 OUT 5+5,8
220 REM ••.•••._. seI channel4 10 +5.000V .•......••
230 OUT 5+6,255
240 OUT 5+7,11
250 A=INP(S): Read channell·4 in one goi
260 REM done!

930040 - 15

Fig. 6. Listing 01 a simple GWBASIC program used to test the card.

CLR LE CS WR A2 Al AO Function

, , 0 0 0 0 0 Load DO - 07 into DAC-A LS Input register, , 0 0 0 0 , Load 03 (MSB) - 00 into DAC-A MS input register, , 0 0 0 , 0 Load 00-07 into DAC-B LS input register, , 0 0 0 , , Load 03 (MSBI . oe into OAC·B·MS input register, , 0 0 , 0 0 Load 00 - 07 into DAC-C LS input register, , 0 0 , 0 , Load 03 (MSBI . 00 into OAC-C MS input register, , 0 0 , , 0 Load Da - 07 into DAC-D LS input register, , 0 0 , , , Load 03 (MSBI - 00 into OAC-O MS register, 0 0 , x x x Load all DAC registers simultaneously, 0 0 0 x x x All DAC registers transparent, x , x x x x No data transfer, , x , x x x No data transfer
0 x x x x x x Clear input registers, set DAC registers to 800H

x ;::= don't care

Table 2. PC-to-DAC interface lagie.

FFFH
800H
7FFH
OOOH

+ full scale
zero

zero - (J LSB)
- full scale

Since the DAC4815 comes Iaser-
trimmed by the manufacturer, no ex-
ternal adjustments are required. •

The prlnted ctrcult board for the
four- fold DAC 10 avallable ready-
made from

Kolter Electronlc
Steinstrasse 22
D-5042 Erflstadt
GERMANY
Telephone (+49) 2235 76707
Fax: (+49) 2235 72048

Digital Audiojvisual
system (Multi-purpose zao
card)
May and June 1992
An extensive descrtptton of a modifica-
tlon to the memory backup circuit on
the Multi-purpose Z80 card ts avail-
able free of charge through our
Technical Queries servtce.

FMstereo signal
generator
May 1993
Capacitors Cl7 and C19 should have a
value of 33nF, not 3nF3 as indicated
in the ctrcutt diagram and the parts
list of the multiplex generator.

Workbench PSU
May 1993
The polarity of capacitor CIS is incor-
rectly indicated on the PCB component

CORRECTIONS
AND UPDATES

overlay (Fig. 5a), and should be re-
versed. The circuit diagram (Fig. 2) is
correct.
Transformer TR2 is incorrect1y spec-

tfled in the ctrcutt diagram (Fig. 2) and
in the parts list. The eorrect ratfng of
the secondary is 2 x 12V/ 5A. Also note
that the secondary wtndmgs are con-
nected in sertes to give 24 v.

Audio DAC
September 1992
The polarity of capacitors C25 and C58
is incorrectly indicated on the cornpo-
nent overlay of the D-A board (order
code 920062-2), and should be re-
versed.

U2400BNiCd battery
charger

February 1993
The value of resrstors R17 through R27
should be 2.7kQ, not 12.7kQ as stated
in the parts list.

VHF/UHFreceiver
May 1993
In Fig. 4, the connections to ground of
the AF amplifier outputs, pins 5 and 8,
should be removed. The amplifler out-
pu ts are connected to the loudspeaker
only. The relevant printed circuit
board is all rtght,
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8051/8032 ASSEMBLERCOURSE
PART6: ANALOGUE SIGNAL PROCESSING AND STACK

MANAGEMENT

The first subject in this month's instalment
is processing analogue signals with the aid
of our extension board. Next, we have a
short discourse on stack managernent,
which is quite importanL when ir comes to
dealing with subroutines. The two subjects
form a basis für the next theme: interrupr
processing, which is also introduced in this
instalment. As usual, the programs dis-
cussed are contained on the course diskette,
and can be tested straight away using the
80C32 single-board cornputer and its ex-
tension board (see part 3).

D-A conversion
Many microcontroller applications are
geared to processing and generating aua-
logue signals. The SBC extension board
contains a D-A (digital-to-analogue) con-
verter which is ideal for developing such
appLications. This course instalment airns
at showing you how this D-A converter can
be used, in conjunction with the compara-
tors on the extension board, to measure
analogue values.

Conversion principle
One way of converting an analogue voltage
into a corresponding digital value is based
on the 'rarnp' principle, wh ich is i11ustrated
in Fig. 28. A ramp-shaped voltage is output
via a D-A converter, and increased until a
comparator output signals that the instanta-
neous value of tbe ramp is greater than the
input voltage. The previous DAC outpur
value is then taken to equal the input volt-
age. The ramp voltage is simply generated
by increasing a register value from 0, and
sending this value to a DAC. An example
of a program that does so is XAM-
PLE 14.A51 on your course diskette. Since
that is a relatively simple program, it will
not be discussed here.
Tbe main disadvantage of the ramp

DAC principle is that it is relatively slow.
In the worst case, at aresolution of 8 bits,
the ramp value must be increased (and
compared to the input voltage) no fewer
than 255 times. Similarly, at aresolution of
12 bits, a maxiraum of 4,096 steps is re-
quired. Furthermore, each step sbould
allow for the settling times of the DAC and
the comparators. AU in a11,the ramp princi-
pie is too slow for many applications.
A faster DAC principle, which is also

used in many DAC ICs, is called succes-
sive approximation. As ShOWDbelow, it is

By Dr. M. Ohsmann

relatively simple to irnplement in software.
During the successive approximation,

the bits of the value ro be converted are de-
termined one by one. This means that eight
steps are required to achieve 8-bil resolu-
tion. A register is used to determine which
bit is 'rneasured'. The individual bits of the
analogue value that are already known are
also contained in a register. The principle
of operation and a corresponding software
Ilow chart are given in Figs. 29 and 30, re-
spectively. Initially, the approximation
value is set to 0, and the register rhat stores
the shift bit is set to 10000000,. The ap-
proximation starts with bit 7. A conversion
cycle consists of the following steps: first, a
new DAC outpur value is determined. This
value is the surrt (here: logic OR) of the
shift bit and the approximation bit ser up so
far. This value is output to the DAC, und
compared to the input value with the aid of
the comparator. If .fhe input voltage is
greater than the DAC voltage, the new ap-
proximation value equals the previously
sent compararor value. This approxirnation
value has a ']' at the position of the shift

2.55 V

u"I/------- I
I
I
I end 01

UOA : e-. conversion

OV I

910109·6·11

Fig. 28. Ramp A-D conversion principle.

bit. If the input voltage is smaller than the
DAC voltage, the old approximarion value
is retained, which means that it has a '0' at
the position of the shift bit. The above se-
quence determines the new bit in the ap-
proxirnation value, Next, the shift bit

DA converter value

(shill bit underlined)

----------11 0000000
~-------o 1000000

,-------0 1! 00000
010 10000

__ +01010100
Uin 1---- ---- ---

I
I
I ... end 01AO
I conversion
I
I

OV~---------------------------T+,
Comp... I1,' r--l Il I I:0~'-O-L-1-L-O~L-1-L-O-L~1--1~~O~-'

UOA

2.55 V

Uin = 86 mV ; calibration: 255 = 255 mV
910109 - 6 - 12

Fig. 29. Successive approximation D-A conversion principle.
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approxlmallon
value: =0
shift bU::
100000008

910109·6·13

shit! blt

Fig.30. Flow diagram of XAMPLE15, the successive approximation D-A converter.

***.",. LISTING of EASM51 (XAMPLE15) ••••••
LINE LOC OBJ T SOURCE

1 0000 .... u FILE XAMPLE15
2 0000
3 0000
-4 0000
5 0000
6 4100
7 4102
8 H04
s 4106
10 4108
11 410A
12 410C
13 410E
14 4110
15 4112
16 4114
17 4116
18 4118
19 411A
20 411C
21 411E
22 4120
23 4120 02 91 (I) OACNV SETB
24 4122 7E 00 (1) MQV
25 4124 74 SO u r MOV
26 4126 SO 09 [2] SJMP
27 4128 EF (1) SARLPO MQV
28 4129 C3 (1) CLR
29 412A 13 m RRC
30 412B 70 04 [2J JNZ
31 4120 EE u r MQV
32 H2E C2 91 [lJ CLR
33 4130 22 (2) RET
34 4131 FF [1] SARLP2 MQV
35 4132 4E [1J ORL
36 4133 90 CO 00 [2J MOV
37 4136 FO [2J MQV}{
38 4137 FC u r MOV
39 4138 7A 64 [I) MQV
40 413A DA FE [21 SARWT DJNZ
41 413C EO (2J MOVX
42 413D SB u r ANL
43 413E 60 E8 (2) JZ
44 4140 EC [lJ MOV
45 4141 FE (1) MOV
46 4142 90 E4 (2) SJMP
47 4144
48 4144
49 4144
50 4144
51 4144
52 4144
53 4144
54 4144 75 30 03 [2J BYTE
5S 4H7 02 02 00 (2)
56 414A 74 20 (lJ BLANK
57 414C 75 30 01 [2] CHR
58 4140' 02 02 00 {21
S9 4152

•••••••••• SYMBOLTABLE (13
PI : 0090 START

SARLP2 :4131 SARWT
ccCHR :0001 ccBYTE
CHR : 414C

7B 01
31 20
31 44
31 4A
78 02
31 20
31'14
31 4A
78 04
31 20
31 44
74 00
31 4C
74 Oll.
31 4C
80 EO

[11 START
[2J
[2[
[2[
[11
[21
[21
[21
[11
[2J
[21
[1[
[21
[11
[21
[2[

sen.~s~ill blt +
approximation value
10 DA converter-

start address of program
rna a k channel 1
call DA ccnve ct.e r
send byte and null character

EQU 090H

A51 .oe .

WAIT

comparator > --,=,
Increase approxImation

value and shlft bil

ORG 4100H
MOV R3, ,OOOOOOOIB
ACALL DACNV
ACALL B'!'TE
ACALL BLANK
MOV R3,1000000108
ACALL OACNV
ACALL BYTE
ACALL BLANK
MQV R3,,00000100B
ACALL DACNV
ACALL BYTE
MQV A,113
ACALL CHR,
MOV A, HO
ACALL CHR.
SJMP STAR.T

channel 2

channel 3

line feed

infinite loop

PI. 1
R6,10
A,f080H
SARLP2
A,R.7
C
A
SARLP2
A,R.6
1'1.1

for oscilloscope
approximation value
SHIFT-BIT
jurnp into 100p
get SHIFT-BIT

shift right, fill with Os
continue when SHIO'T-BIT<>O
get result into A
show end of conversion on scope

R7,A
A.R6
DPTR, fOCOOOH
@DPTR,A
R.4,A
R2, noo
R2. SARWT
A.@DPTR
A.R3
SARLPO
A,R4
R6,A
SARLPO

save SHIFT-BIT in R.7
add to approximation value

send to DA converter
mark surn for 1ater
settling time
wait
fetch compacator output
seleet desi red KOMP.
Bit-O if Uin<Udac, do not
Bit-l if Uin>Udac
approximation value: =sum

Monitor interface
CQMM.ANDEQU 030H
MON BQU 0200H
ccCHR EQU 001H
ceB'!''!'E EQU 003H

MOV

'J~
MOV
MOV
LJMP

"'"symbols)
; 4100
: 413A
: 0003

COMM.AND,'ccBYTE
MON
A, i'
COMMAND.fCCCHR
MON

DACNV : 4120
COMMAND:0030

BYTE ;414~

SARLPO : 4128
MON : 0200

BLANK :U4A
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805118032ASSEMBLER COURSE - 6

JOIN THE COURSE!

What you need to follow this course:

• an 8032/8052AH-BASIC single
board computer as described in
Elektor Electronics May 1991.
The preferred CPU is a 8051 or
80C32. Alternalively, any other
MCS52-based microcontroller
system (bul read part 1 of Ihe
course);

• a course diskette (IBM: order
code ESS 1661; Alari: order
code ESS 1681) containing
programming examples, hex file
conversion utilities, and an
assembler;

• a monitor EPROM (order code
ESS 6091);

• an IBM PC or compatible
operaling under M5-00S, or an
Atari ST with a monochrome
display.

Appeared so !ar:
Part 1: Introduction (February 1992)
Part 2: First 8051 instructions (March

1992)
Part 3: Hardware extensions for

80C32 SBC (April 1992)
Part 4: Flags. bit addressing. PSW,

conditional jumps, logie
operators (June 1992)

Part 5: Arithmetic instruetions (July
1992)

position is shifted ro the right, and the next
conversion cycle is run, untiJ all bits are de-
tennined. In short, the bit to be determined
is provisionally set, and compared to the
input vo1tage. If this causes the approxirna-
tion value to become too high, the bit is
reset. If the approximation value is still tao
low, the bit is left set.

An A-D converter
program
The program we are about to describe
(Fig. 31) outputs the values of three input

Fig. 31. Listing 01 XAMPLE15.A51.
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voltages in hexadecimal notation. D-to-A
conversion on all three channels is made
possible by a subroutine called DACNV,
which reads the bit position of the relevant
comparator output from register R3.
DACNV returns the converted value in the
accumulator. The main program begins at
label START, and is relatively simple. The
bit corresponding to the channel nurnber (1
of 3) is set in register R3. Next, The con-
version proper, DACNV, is called. A sub-
routine called BYTE arranges for the value
supplied by DACNV to be output (in hexa-
decimal form) via the V24 interface. After
all three values have been sent to the tenn i-
nal, the program adds a carriage rerurn/line
feed (CRlLF) sequence, and a new conver-
sion cycle is started.
The D-A conversion is a bit ruore CDIll-

plex. The approximation value is stored in
register R6. The shift bit is contained in
register R7, and also, occasionally, in the
accumulator. The sum of the shift bit and
the approximation value is stored in regis-
ter R4. The conversion proper starts at label
SARLP2, where the accumulator contains
the shift bit, and R6 the old approximarion
value. First, the shift bit is saved in register
R7 (line 34). The sum of R6 and the accu-
rnularor is formed in line 35, and subse-
quemly sent to the D-A converter. This
comparison value is contained in R4. A
wait loop, SRWT, is inserted to allow for
the settling time of the DAC. The compara-
tor output states are copied into the accu-
mulator in line 41. Cornparator outpur
selection is achieved by masking the accu-
mulator contents with the bit in R3
(liue 42). Depending on whether the se-
lected comparator ourput supplies a ' l ' 01" a
'0', the corresponding new approximation
value is formed in R6. The jump to label
SARLPO prepares for the next conversion
step. The shift bit is loaded into the accu-
mulator, and shifted to the right (lines 28
and 29). If the result is an accumulator COIl-

tent of 0, the conversion is finished. lf not,
the program continues at label SARLP2.
To enable us to trace the conversion

steps with the aid of an oscilloscope (01' by
listening lO the loudspeaker), port bit Pl.I
is set during the conversion time. Figure 32
shows the signal reproduced by a digital
storage oscilloscope. On completion of the
D-A conversion, the value in RT6 is copied
into the accumulator.
The advantages of the successive ap-

proximat.ion principle are evident: only
eight loop iterations are required. A fast
DAC, and equally fast comparators, enable
an 8051 to achieve 8-bit conversion times
of 250 us fairly easily. The corresponding
sampling rate, 4,000 sampIes s-t, is rela-
tively high.
This program, like others discussed dur-

ing this course, demonstrates the useful-
ness of subroutines. To understand how
these are managed, ir is necessary to have a
look ar the so-called stack, which is used by
the 8051 to store certain data that serves to
keep track of subroutine return addresses.

11-Nov-91
14: 18:86

Panel
STATUS

Memory
_ "/~

Save
PANEL

Recall

Aux1l1ary
Sett..ps

X-Y mocIe
---- .... .... .... .... .... .... .... - .......... ----

Persist.ence
mode

EXT -0.95 V AC

..r-L
CH1 .5 V =
CH2 20 mV ..

Tldiv 2ms

Return

Fig.32. A-to-D conversion waveform measured with an oscilloscope. Note the signal settling
times.

Stacking it up

The stack pointer, sr (at SFR address
081 H), points at an address in the stack
range where the return addresses of subrou-
tines and interrupf routines are stored. The
stack pointer is contained in internal RAM,
and is increased by one whenever a subrou-
tine is called. Next, the first byte of the re-
turn address is written to the address
pointed at by the SP. Next, the SP is in-
creased by one, and the next address byte is
stored. This little demonstration prograrn

loaded with a new value right at the start of
the program. When a program contains
'nested subroutines, each of these requires
two bytes of the available stack memory
(wh ich is contained in intemal RAM).
The situation becomes even more corn-

plex when interrupts are prograrmned.
Here, too, each return address calls for iwo
bytes of storage capacity. Additional rnem-
ory is required to hold saved SFRs, as well
as all return addresses for subroutines
called up by the interrupt program. The
message is clear: make sure that you have

UNE LOC OBl T SOURCE

43 41 t8 1241 23 [2] LCALL UPROt
44 41 tB 00 [ I] NOP

47 4123 t24A BC r2J UPROI LCALL UPR02
48 4t26 00 llJ NOP

50 4ABC 850844 [2J UPR02 MOV 68,8

results in the following stack values:

SP before Jine 43:
Internal RAM address:
Conrcnrs before Iine 43:

07H
08 09 OA OBOC OD
FF FF FF FF FF FF
(preloaded)
IB412641FFFF
(2 addresses on
stack)
OßH

Contents after line 50:

SP after litte 50:

After areset, the stack pointer contains the
value '7' (refer back to Figs. 5 and 8), so
that the stack begins at address '8' !J1 the in-
ternal RAM, and grows upwards. This
means that the stack overwrites register
bank I, and, possibly, other banks also.
Register bank I is therefore not available
for general programming, unless the SP is

sufficient stack roorn at all tirnes! Users of
the 8052, 8032 or 80C32 may avail thern-
selves of the additional 128 bytes of inter-
nal RAM contained in these controllers.
You rnay da so by prograrnming

MOV SP,#080H ;upper RAM as
stack

This gives a stack space of 128 bytes,
which should be enough for most applica-
tions.

Saving data on to the
stack
lt often happens that a certaio byte (SFR or
accumulator) is to be put away safely, and
retrieved a little later. This is achieved by

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS SEPTEMBER 1992
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(",se) !LSej

IEA I X I EU I ES I ETII EXIl ETO I Exot
Symbol Pos/I:ion Funetion

EA 1E.7 chabI.s .ß Interrvptl. 11EA - 0,1"10
ht~ wru be .et<nowI~ tI EA
.. I. ..d"I Irrtem.opl lOUtCI ..

IIndMdu&lIy ....t:Wed er diNblfrd by

"'ninQerdMrioglb~bIt.
IE.e re~

ET2 lE.5 ..... bIn er dolehl... 11"II nn- 2:
(NW1\ow er eeD~ Inlem.opl Ir 82
- O. 11"II Tlrner 21n1~ ;, cfillblflod.

ES IE.~ .nebIM er dollb!lI, lt>II SIIn&I Port
Inl~l K ES - 0, the S«IIl POtt
Im~ Ja diwbIotd.

El1 1E.3 ~ or di!.&bIH IN ,mit 1
o--tIow Intl>rT\4ll tI El! - 0, IN'omer I Inl..up'l hI di""bItod.

EXI 1E..2 ..... IM, er dlUtble! Exllm&llnltom.Opt
1. tI EX1 - O. ExlIrTlAIII1l«n4't 1 ..,-

ETO IE.I .~ fit db.o..bIII"I 11"II TinIr 0
o.-.rlIaw Inl~t tI 80 .. 0, Ihe
nm. 0 Im«rupl .. dillbled..

00 IE.O .oa.bIH or diubl .. ExtlmallnllfTVPl
O. tI EJ(O .. 0, Ext..-nal Im..nwl 0 ...........

Fig. 34. Functions of individual bits in the in-
terrupt enable register, IE.

(1.I5B) (LSBI

I x I x I PlzJ PS I PTI I PXI J PrO I pxo J

Synb:JI PootItion Funet:k:ItI

11'.7
IP.e
IP.5

,--,
~_od
doIfI.- lhII 'm.! 2 Inlem.pt prIortty
-..eI. PT2 - I progrIme 11 10 IM
I\!gr-..r prIonIy ~.
ct.fi..... IN S«Ial Port ~ltom.Opt
pr10rtty ......e. PS .. 1 progr.me 11 to
Ihe hlgt>w pt\oI1ty ...... 1.
c\oIfi,.,.. lhI TnMor I Inlern.opt prIottTy
......,. PlI .. I prograrnt 11 10 11"II
hIg'- pr10rtty ~
doI~,," IM Extemal Inl~ 1
prIortry 1wtoI. PXI .. 1 PfOIjII"aJm 1110
IN hlgkeot pOor1Iy~.
ct.fi ..... Ehe r..,... D Inl.rrupt priorIty
1IveI. PTO .. I prOQ<amt 11 10 thI
l\!g'-pr1ortty ........
doIfI.- Ihe Ext.-nllr Inl.!Np! 0
~ 1wtoI. PXO .. 1 P'OQIamt 11to
thI h~'-prIortIy 1weI.

PT>

rp.~

"TI ,.,
'x,
PTO 11'.1

,xo 11'.0

910109-6-19

Fig.36. Bits in the Interrupt Priority register,
IP.

the instructions

PUSH ACC ;save accu on to
stack
;instructions in
between
;fetch accu from
stack

POP ACC

The PUSH instruction stores the indicated
byte (direct addressing) on to the stack.
Subsequently, the SP is automatically in-
creased by one. The POP instruction
fetches ('pops') the last PUSHed byte from
the stack. Since storing (PUSHing) con-
sumes stack space, the PUSH insrrucricn
should be used with care, since only limited
space is available. The PUSH and POP in-
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Fig.33. Interrupt 'detours' contained in the system monitor program, EMON51.

(MSel nser

'" IT' '" ITOTFa TROTF1 TRI

Irmbol Po.l1lon H.m •• nd II,n,ne.ne. Irmbol Po.ltIO<1 H.m •• nd II!!nlneane.

"I TqoN.1 TI""" I ovllrllow flllll. S.I by '" TCOtU Inl.rrupt 1 Edo. n., . .sill by hardw .....
ha/dwer. on T1m$f/COuo1 .. ov.r1IO'OI'. when .xtem.llnlemrpt Id,.
a.. rld by tvlrdw."...-hftn p"oetouor d.'ecled. all/lid whIn Inltm.JCII
vlClor. 10 Inltmll)t routlrill. proe&tlid.

TR' TCON.e Tlmor I Run tontrol bII. Sft\/elulld IT' TCOPU Inllm.Ipt 1 Type 1:00.1101bIt. SlV
by lOttwe.r. 10 turn l"WnIt/CoumIt on! elnred by tonwar.lo.reetf'y I.mng
en. ..:I,a/low r... " tJWerld nlltnII

TFa TCON.5 Tin," 0 ove,lIow Fle,. Sill by 1n1.lTUpt •.
~,dwa,e on Tlrner/Counter ove,~ow. 1E0 TCON.I Inl&mlplO Eope hll'. Sollby hlntwar.
Clelrlld by h.Ilrdw.,. whIIn prOCllaor whlln e~lernar Intlrrupl IIdga
VectOlI to Inle<rvpl fO\Jt!ne. detllctld. CI.arid when kll~

TRO TCON.4 Tlmer 0 n"" control bIt SelfelMrl'!"l p'oc •• Hd.

by IIOltwl,.lo lI.m TImllf/CounIIf onl ITO TCON.D ml$fT\lp\ 0 TYP" eonl101 bIt .s.1I
crr. eI.,,"d by 101""." to .rec11)r r.mng

ldge/lO'fl' I.....'" b1w .. 1d .xtlfNl
Inlem.,lll.
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Fig.35. Bits in the Timer Control register, TeON.

structions are orten used within subroutines
to rescue SFRs, which are then available
again unchanged at the end of a subroutine.

sible to external events. Such an event
might be the arrival of a measurement
value that is to be processed as fast as pos-
sible.
Interrupts from various sources can

occur at any time during the program exe-
cution, which makes their programming
and debugging complex. if not problern-

Interrupts
Interrupts are used whenever it is neeessary
für a program LOrespond as quickly as pos-

If' R[G1SI[R

"TI

INIERRUPT
• ....l- POlll.HG
........ S[OUU4C[

1f2
[XF2

INOIVfOUJ,l ~
UIA8l[S

l CLOBAl
OISABL[

"-. lOW PRIORIN
IHT[RRUPT

910109·6·20

Fig.37. 8051 interrupt control system structure.
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atic. Beginners are, therefore, weil warned
against the many pitfalls that lurk in inter-
rupt-controlled microcontroller systerns.
The interrupt capabilities of the 8051

family are briefly discussed below.
External interrupts are applied via lC input
pins lNTO and [NT I (pins 12 and 13). On
the 80C32 SBC, these two pins reeeive in-
verted - signals that arrive via connector
pins e3 and e5, and lC12. The user ean se-
leet the interrupt mode beforehand: an in-
terrupr oeeurs (I) on a signal edge only
(positive edge on lNTO), or (2) when INTO
= 'I' (static logic level).

Further interrupt sources are Timer
PlagO and Timer F1agl (TFO and TFI),
Receiver Interrupt (Rl) and Transmitter
lnrerrupt (Tl). The 8052 and 8032 con-
trollers have two more interrupt sourees:
Timer2 and external interrupt line EXF2.
When an interrupl OCCUfS, the processor ex-
eeutes a kind of LCALL instruelion, whieh
results in a jump to the address associated
with the interrupt. Jnterrupt sources and as-
sociated addresscs are Iisted in Fig. 33.
lt will be noted that the interrupt ad-

dresses are nonnally in the memory re-
served for EPROMs, and, therefore, not
easily changed. Fortunately, the monitor
EPROM (EMON51) provides so-called
links, whieh are deseribed in the file
EMON51.DOC. The links allow interrupts
to be ealled and reloeated as required. For
instance, the monitor causes interrupt rEO
to jump to address 4003H of the program
memory, which is RAM. After areset, the
monitor loads this address with a jump to
an irrtemal interrupt routine. By calling the
monitor subroutine LINK, you can change
the jump address to point to your own in-
terrupt. All that is required 10 set up this
'detour' is to have your interrupt address
ready in the DPTR, and the index in the ac-
eumulator, before calling LINK. Ir should
now be clear why we start our course pro-
grams at 4100H instead of 4000H: the
lower page, 40DOH to 40FFH, is used by
the monitor.

The organization of the interrupts is
arranged by the SFRs IE (interrupt enable;
address OA8H) and IP (interrupt priority;
address DB8H). lnterrupts ean be enabled
or disabled seleetively by setting or resei-
ting the appropriate bits in LE, as shown in
Fig. 34. Bits lTO and ITI (see Fig. 35) de-
termine whether the external interrupts are
level-triggered (bit='D') or edge-triggered
(level=' I '). Both bits are contained in the
timer-control SFR, TCON, at address 088H
(!TO = TCON.O; lTI = TCON.2). For a
quick test, use the foJlowing Iittle program
(not on your course disk):

IE EQU 08AH .new: interrupt
enable SFR

ORG 41 OOH ;program stan
address

MOV lE,#OFFH ;all interrupts
on

FREVR SJMP FREVR
END

(MSBj (LSB)

MO J GATE ., ., )I GATE
\

c.tclT .,
Tlmtr' il,"*r 11

MG o,-.ltnO Yo6oI
o Mc.s-.tllTn. "nx'' ............ &.Oll pracat..
1 l&.bIITomer/Coun1er·'Tlt(".m "Tl.lr"_

CAsc.lded; 1I'wrt. ro~. .
o 8·bll.lItD .....1Md r__ /Coun1_ "110" hclId,.

.... Iue ... tlchlltDt..~i1III"u ..MdI

".... II.~
{TImer DIT1.0.,n $.bII T.,../CoulIw
eon\l'oI~ l7y Ihe Ilindard T.,.. 0 conb"OI bitt..
THO 11 In a.cn. """'" r:riy oomroIItd by ,....,... 1
QDn\l'oI bII-.
(Tlmer 1) 'r_/Coo.rot.r lltOf:l1*1

GA~ GI'Of'O~_wt. r.... 'eo...nt.r·'1 .... _!>Iotd .. ,
onIy oo1YII "im? pln" high Ind "TRJ" eon\l'DI pm It 0
.. t ~r'I dN1toj TIm« '.... 1t.Mb!ed wher>e'>W 0
''TR e" CCIII'trDI billt H'l

elT rmer 01CovnI'ers.I«1Ot elelrld tOt' r.,..,. OI)M'.tiDtI
~!'IOVI fromhternll fyll.m elocl<). 511101'Counler
opIf.tIorI (~IrDl'll ·i."1nput pIn).
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Fig.38. Bits in the Timer-Mode register, TMOD.

_____ 1e.t- 1

1'1 PiN .
CONTROL

G-- lNTERAUPT
c.r . 0 no

(111110)
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Fig. 39. Timer operation in Mode O.

___ IHT(n"VI'I
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Fig. 40. Timer operation in Mode 2.

B-G_f/12toSC

111210SC ß-tNTEAAUPT

CONTAOL

TAO ----1:-,o.,,~r
INTaP1N~

1112tose ---------11-0.(,-+-+1 tNTEAAUPT

TR' .J

910109·6·24

Fig.41. Timer operation in Mode 3.
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decrease
COUNT1

START )
..

chain INT &

..
initialize tim er

..
COUNT1: = 100
COUNT2 :=40

..
POST:=O

..
start TlMER

enable interrupts

~lINEW

send

I

~

"0

POST:=O

.j.
9101

IWAIT

09-6-25

Fig. 42. Flow diagram 01 the seconds pulse generator program.

,

COUNT1 : = 100

decrease
COUNT2

COUNT2:= 40

POST:=l

Assernble and run this program, and see
what happens if you generate an interrupt
by applying a +5 V pulse to connector pin
c3 or c5. Can you explain what happens?
The 8051 has a low and a high interrupt

prioriry level. An high-priority interrupt
can interrupt the routine of a low-priority
interrupt, Interrupts can be assigned a pri-
ority level by setring the appropriate bits in
the interrupt priority SFR - see Fig. 36.
Figure 37 shows an overview of the inter-
rupt control systern. It also shows the se-
quence folJowed to finish interrupL
routines, when requests are received simul-
taneously (polling sequence).

Interrupt routines
When an interrupt occurs, and the 8051 is
programmed to res pond to it, the program

ELEKTOR ELIlCTRONICS SEPTEMBER 1992

jumps to the routine that belongs with the
interrupt. To make sure that the 'inter-
rupted' main program can continue wiLhout
problems when the interrupt routine is fin-
ished, the interrupr routine must not con-
tain instructions that change the registers
used by the rnain program. This is usually
ensured by PUSHing the SFRs right at the
start of the interrupt service routine, and
POPping them back again on return to tbe
main program. To protect registers RO to
R7, the register bank is swapped. Tbis re-
quires a clear-cut subdivision to be defined
of the register banks with the associated
program levels, at the earliest stage of pro-
gram development. Add to that the possible
complications caused by the register banks
and the stack, and it is readily seen that er-
rorsmay creep in at any stage, and not corne
to light after a good deal of debugging.

8051/8032 ASSEMBLER COURSE - 6 11I
Ta return from an interrupr to the main

program, simply program

RETI ;retum from interrupt

Contrary to the RET instruction, RETI
clears the bits that have triggered the inter-
rupt. A practical example of interrupt pro-
gramming is discussed LOgetherwith the
fUOCbOIl of the tirners.

Counters and tirners
The 8051 has two counters that can be used
to count everus. When clocked with an in-
ternal signal, these counters mayaiso be
used as tirners. Each iirner is capable of
working in different modes. The timer
mode is programmed with the aid of an ap-
propriate bit pattern in the associated SFR
Counter contents (states) can be read and
preset via SFRs.
The SFR for tirner mode control is

called TMOD (SFR at 089H; not bit-ad-
dressable), while the SFR for timer control
is ca lied TCON (SFR at 088H, bit address-
able). The function of the individual bits in
these SFRs is shown in Figs. 35 and 38.
The lower-order byte of

Timer/Counter I is addressable under the
name TL! at address 08BH. The higher-
order byte is called TH I, and is found aLad-
dress 08DH. The general mode of
operation is determined by mode bits
TMOD.4 and TMOD.5. When both are '0',
the counter operates as a 13-bit counter,
The interaction between the various bits
and the external signals is shown in Fig. 39.
The crr bit allows you select between an
internal timer clock (Crr = 0) and an exter-
nal timer clock (Crr = I).
The logic levels of the bits TR I, GATE,

and the level at the INTI pin, control when
the counter ia actually operating. TR I, for
instance, aUows the counter to be switched
on and off (provided GATE = 0). The TF I
flag is set whenever the counter changes
from its maximum count to 0; in other
words, when an overflow occurs, This flag
can be interrogated by software, far in-
stance, to trigger an interrupt. Note, how-
ever, that this requires bit 3 (lE3) in the
interrupt register to be ser.
When crr = 0, the counter counts the

quartz frequency divided by 12, i.e., I MHz
in our case. In mode I (TCON.4 = J;
TCON.5 = 0), the counter countS exactly as
in mode 0, but with a width of 16 bits.
In mode 2, the counter works as an 8-bit

counter (the count value is contained in
SFR TLI), wh ich, on overflow, is reloaded
with the value contained in TH I. (8-bit
auto reload). This mode is illustrated in
Fig. 40. In mode 3, the counter is simply
hai ted.
In the system monitor, EMON51,

Tirner 1 is used as a baud rate generator. It
can not be used for other purposes, unless
you have no need for the serial interface.
Timer/Ceunter 0 operates largely like

Timer/Counter I; only the bits and SFRs
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are different. The main difference is, how-
ever, that Tirner 0 can also be used in
mode 3 (TCON.O ~ I; TCON.O ~ 1). In this
mode it operates as two independent 8-bit
countersltimers, as illustrated in Fig. 14.
Note that the second 8-bit timer uses a cou-
pie of bits that actually belong to Timer I.
This means that these bits can 110t be used
for Timer 1 when Timer 0 is programmed
to operate in mode 3. Finally, the 8032 and
8052 processors have a further timer:
Timer 2.
After this fairly large chunk of theory,

we feel that it is time to turn to practice
again. We have in mind a simple clock that
operates under interrupt contral, and leaves
a signal for the main program every sec-
ond. The main program waits for this sig-
nal to transmit an asterisk (*) via the serial
interface. The program may be used as a
basis to develop a digital clock that con-
trols time-related functions (such as sound-
ing a melody on your birthday).

Interrupt-controlled clock
We will first discuss the interrupt routine
proper. The flow chart is given in Fig. 42,
and the assembly code lisling in Fig. 43
(program XAMPLE I I on your course
diskette). The routine starts at label INTTO.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to generate
a one-second clock signal with a single
tirner. Even when we divide the internal
clock with a 16-bit counter, the rnaximum
time between two overflows is 65,536 IJS,
or about 0.065 s. We therefore adopt a dif-
ferent approach.
We use an interrupt rate of 4 kHz, which

means that 250 us elapse between iwo in-
terrupts. This is simple to achieve by set-
ting Timer 010 auto-reload mode (mode 2),
using 256-250 ~ 6 as the reload value. The
flow chart shows that the interrupt routine
counts up to 40xl 00 ~ 4000 with the aid of
two sequentially arranged count bytes
(COUNT land COUNT2). The variable
COUNT I counts down starring at 100.
When it reaches 0, COUNT2 (which starts
at 40) starts to count down. When
COUNT2 reaches 0, a total of 250x4000 us
has elapsed, and the subroutine leaves
'POST' in the mailbox of the main pro-
gram. The presence of POST is signalled
bya bit.

Main program
The most difficult task of the main pro-
gram is the correct inirialization of the
SFRs for the counter and interrupt control.
First, the counter mode is loaded, and the
mode-2 reload value is set (Iines 25, 26 and
27). Note that Timer I must be left to oper-
ate in mode 2 to enable it to function as the
baud rate generator. Next, the counter vari-
ables are set up. In lines 31, 32 and 33, the
counter is started, and the interrupts are en-
abled. The rest of the main program is a
simple loop. Starting at label NEW, the
program first sends an asterisk via the ser-

• ••••• LISTING of
LINE LOC OBJ

1 0000
2 0000
3 0000
4 0000
5 0000
6 0000
7 0000
8 0000
9 0000
10 0000
11 0000
12 0000
13 0000
14 0000
15 0000
16 0050
17 0051
18 0052
19 0053
20 0053
21 4100 90 41 34 [2]
22 4103 74 02 [1]
23 4105 75 30 40 [2]
24 -n oe 12 02 00 [2]
25 410B 75 ac 06 [2]
26 4l0E 75 8A 06 [2)
27 4111 75 89 22 [2]
28 4114 75 51 28 [2]
294117 75 50 64 (2)
30 411A 75 52 00 [2)
31 411D D2 8C [1)
32 411F D2 Ag [1)
33 4121 D2 Ar [lJ
34 4123 74 2A [1)
35 4125 75 30 01 [2]
36 4128 12 02 00 [2)
37 412B ES 52 [1)
38 412D 60 FC [2)
39 412. 75 52 00 [2]
40 4132 80 EF [2)
41 4134
42 4134 CO 00 [2J
43 4136 CO <:0 (2J
44 4138 05 50 cc (2J
45 413B 75 50 64 (2]
46 413E D5 51 06 (2]
47 4141 75 51 28 [2]
48 4144 75 52 01 [2]
49 4147 00 <:0 [2J
50 4149 00 Da (2]
51 4HB 32 (2]
52 414C
53 414C
54 414C
55 414C
56 414C
57 414C

EASMSI
T

(XAMPLEll) ••••••
SOURCE

...... FILE XAMPLEll A51 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OA8H
OEOH
ODOH
088H
OB9H
OBAH
08CH

r s;
ACC

"W
TCON
TMOD
TLO
m

; new Tirner/Counter Control

250
100
40

250*100·40 microsec - 1 sec
250 microsec for TIMER 0
no . of loops tor COUNTl
no. of 100ps for COUNT2

TOvalu
TIME1
TIME2

via MONITOR RAM
SOftware COUNTe~ 1
COUNTer 2
1 means 1 sec has lapsed,

ORG 050H
COUNTl DS 1
COUNT2 DS 1
POST DS 1 else 0

ORG 4100H
MOV DPTR, f INTTO
MOV A,12
MOV COMMAND,'ceLINK
LCALL MON
MOV THO, '256-TOva1u
MOV TLO, #256-TOvalu
MOV TMOD,' 022H
MQV COUNT2, JTIME2
MOV COUNT!, *TIME1
MOV POST,'O
SETS TCON. 4
SETS IE.1
SETS IE.7
MOV A,""
MOV COMMAND,tccCHR
LCALL MON
MOV A, POST
JZ WAIT
MOV POST,IIO
SJMP NEW

START ; ehe Ln interrupt rout.Lne

every 250 microseconds
one inter~upt trom TIMERO
both COUNTers MODE2 2
preset software COUNTe~

no pOSt
",ta~t TIMERO
switch TIHERO
interrupl:.s on
send astedsk

interrupt on

wait
for POST
get POST
repeat

WArT

INTTO PUSH
PUSH
OJNZ
MOV
DJNZ
MOV
MOV
,oe
,oe
RETI

"w
Ace
COUNT!,IRETI
COUNT!, jTIMEl
COUNT2,lRETl
COUNT2, jTlME2
POST,11
ACC

"'W

save

decrement software counte~ 1
re load when 0 is ~eached
and decrement software counter 2
re load when 0 is reached
and lea ve POST
after storageIRET1

end of interrupt
MONITOR INTERFACE
MONITOR command memory location
MONITOR jump address
Interrupt chaining
",end cne rec ce r

030H
0200H
040H
001H

r a
TMOD
TIMEI
POST
INTTO
ccLINK

COMMANDEQU
MON EQU
ccLINK EQU
ccCHR EQU

'"0
SYMBOLTABLE 122 symbols)
:00A8 Ace :OOEO
: 0089 TLO : 008A
: 0064 TIME2 ; 0028
:0052 START :4100
:4134 lRETl :4147
: 0040 ccCHR : 0001

..........
'" : 0000 TeON : ooeeT" : OOBe TOvillu : OOFA

eOUNTl :0050 COUNT2 : 0051

'" :H23 WArT : 412B
eOMMl\ND ·0030 MO' : 0200

Fig.43. Listing 01 the seconds pulse generator program, XAMPLE11.

ial interface. Next, it waits for POST in the
loop that starts at label WAlT. The pres-
enee of the seconds pulse is signalled by
the variable POST being unequal to O.
When the POST is fetched, the variable is
reset to 0 before looping back to the start of
the main program.

Next time

The next course instaLment will rackle the
setial port of the 8051. The applicalion wi 11
be software for a simple MIDI sequencer.
Lnaddition, we will show you how to con-
nect an LC display to the 80C32 SBC. 0

Assignments
An interesting assignment to work on after
studying the material presented here would
be to design a program tbat reads the input
voltages at all three analogue inputs of the
extension board, and outputs the digitized
values via the serial port, say, every
minute. If you find that too easy, have a go
at outputting decimal values multiplied by
certain correction factors. .
Another idea is to program a software

window comparator that sends an 'OK'
message to the terminal when the voltage
at analogue input 2 of the extension board
is between the voltages at inputs land 3.
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23-CM FM TRANSCEIVER

•

This transeeiver was
designed in response to a
need for a simple, easy to
build, self-eontained radio
for use through the loeal
23-em (1.3-GHz) repeater,
as either a mobile or a
fixed station. The design
draws heavily on eireuitry
and teehniques employed
in 900-MHz portable
phones, modified to suit
amateur needs. It is hoped
that this design will prove
of interest to others and
ereate more aetivity on this
largely underused band.

By T. Forrester G4WIM

Unit operation

As the design is primarily intended for
mobile working. the controls have been kept
to a minimum whilst maintaining features
required for efficient operanon.
The prototype combined the transceiver

on/off with the channel seleet switch in
order to save front panel space. The design
permits diode programming of up to 5 chan-
nels; this nurnber could obviously be in-
creased by using a larger diode matrix Of

some form of memory. A toggle switch se-
lects either simplex or repeater worktng. For
the latter function a tone burst button is pro-
vided which also keys up the transrnitter.
There are conventionaJ volume and

squelch controls and sockets for external
microphone and speeker. as required. The
prototype was slightly modified to be com-
patible with the ICOMHS51 mobile headset.
Details of this modification are available on
request from the author.

Circuit operation
Figure 1 shows the simplified overall block
diagram, high-lighting the most important
areas of the design. Figure 2 shows the detail
of the receiver circuitry. The ineoming signal
passes through the aerial change-over relay
which is a 960-MHz strip Iine type having
good isolation and an insertion 1055 of less
than 0.5 dB at 1.3 GHz. The RF pre-amplifier
(TR9) is a low-noise Avantek GaA5 FET, so
ensuring excellent sensitivity. The pre-am-
plifier feeds a ready-made three- stage heli-
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cai filter (FL3) to heavi1y attenuate the image
response 90 MHz below the receive fre-
quelley. Following the helical filter is a Iow
noise MMJC (lC17) providing a further 13 dB
of gain and 50-Q output impedanee to drive
the SBLl-X diode ring mixer (D8). This mixer
is operated shghtly above its maximurrt fre-
queney rating, but experience has shown
that the conversion 1055 increases only
slightly and is amply compensated for by the
preceding low-noise amplifiers.

The loeal oscillaror signal, which is
45 MHz below the desired receive fre-
quency, is supplied by a synthesizer, see
below.
The output of the mixer is passed to the

first IF arnplifier (TR12). This stage is a low-
noise grounded gate FET amplifier whose
Input impedance is approximately 50 n, so
providing the diode ring mixer with a rea-
sonable load.
The drain load of TR12 is tuned and

loaded to match the following 45-MHz crys-
tal filter. Likewise, the second IF amplifier
(TR13) has a MIed and loaded Input circuit
to match the output of the filter. The 45-MHz
IF signal is now at a suffieiently high level to
be further processed by IC6.
The 45-MHz signal applied to pin 18 of

IC6 is mixed down to an IF frequency of
455 kHz, where it is demodulated and fil-
tered before being passed on to the audio
power amplifier (JC5). IC6 also provides the

mute function (Fig. 3).
Referring to Hg. 5, on transmit, TRl is

tumed on, so that the relevant transmitter
sections are powered, and the simplex Of re-
peater transmit offsets are added in to leI
through to rC3: see the notes on program-
ming below for further details.
The output signal at the collector of Tkr is

used to operate the PIN diode switch within
the VCO, so routeing the signal from the re-
eeive mixer to the RF power amplifier mo-
dule (PAI). It also powers the microphone
stages (TR4 and TRs), activates the varactor
diode used for FM transmit (DIS) and turns
on TR6, so operating RLl which in turn pro-
vides bias for PAl via TR7. The receiver front
end is powered down as TRs is turned off.

By seJecting a jumper between either
pins 1 and 2 or pins 2 and 3 on PU;, it is
possible to run the final stage of the power
amplifier from either 8 V or 13.8 V. The latter
supply level generates 2 watts of RF output
as 0PP05ed to 1 watt.
The heart of the frequency synthesizer

uses a Motorola MC145152P2 (Fig. 4) and a
64/65 prescaler eombined with some simple
logic to provide 25-kHz channel spacing. 6-
MHz down shift for repeater access and a 45-
MHz offset required for the receiver local
oscillator.
The VCO and buffers make extensive use

of surface mount parts to create a compact
VCO which is very rugged and practically
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the transceiver .

immune to vibration.
The pre-scaler (len) is a dual-modulus

+64/+<>5 type controlled by the modulus
control output of ICu. [Cll is run at 8 V to
ensure reliable operation, while ICn needs
to run off 5 V. Level shifting between these
two fCs is provided by R83, C45 and D5. This
combination also minimizes overall mo-
dulus control delay between the two les, a
critical factor when using dual-modulus
prescaling at these very high frequencies.
The loop filter areund Ie10 needs little

comment, and is designed to the Motorola
data sheet, attenuating the 25-kHz reference
!requency to below -55 dBc. This level of at-
tenuation, while not perfect, is more than
adequate for a lew-power radio such as this.
100 is powered from the main 13.8 V sup-
ply. filtered by R21 and Cs3, so providing
maximum available output swtng.

The reference for the synthesizer is gener-
ated by XLI and TR.3. An external reference
oscillator was employed as it was possible to
design a oscillator with a better frequency
stability than using the internal circuits of

rcn. At 1.3 GHz, stable frequency gener-
ation is a must for reliable communication.

Durtng the transition from receive to
transmit. the synthesizer is unlocked for ap-
proximate1y 100 ms until it settles on its new
operatlng frequency. As there is no circuitry
to detect synthesizer unlock and disable the
RF power amplifier, a carner momentarily
sweeps on to frequency. While this situation
is not ideal, it was thought that the extra cir-
cuitry involved did not merit being included
given the low power output and level of
band occupancy.

If any constructor wishes to disable the
RF power amplifier while the synthesizer is
unlocked, the author can supply the necess-
ary details.

Finally, IC4 provides a simple 1750-Hz
tone access for repeater working.

Programming
Since the synthesizer has to generate three
possible frequencies for each channel, i.e., re-
ceive La, transmit simplex and transmit re-

peater, the data presented to IC11 has to be
modified according to the mode in use.

Assuming that the unit is receiving on
1297.125 MHz, the LO must be on
1297.125 MHz-45 MHz i.e., 1252.125 MHz.
Also, since we are working with a channel
spacing 25 kHz, the La frequency must be
scaled down (i.e., divided) by a lactor
1252.125 MHz/25 kHz = 50085.
Thls factor of 50085 needs to be further re-

duced before it Is programmed into the 'A'
and 'N' counters of JCl L Since we are using
a divide-by-64 prescaler. the 'N' count for
K'n is the integer 50085/64 i.e., 782, the re-
mainder of 37 ts used for the 'A' count.

So, to operate on 1297.125 MHz the 'N'
count is 782 and the' A' count is 37. Because
we only need to cover the 1297 .M:Hz to
1298 MHz section on the band on receive, it
is possible to hard-wire some of the higher-
order contral lines of IC1!. A elose check on
a1l the required codes reveals that binary
weights 512 and 256 can be permanently
held true. This means that from a control as-
pect 'N' 01 782 is reduced by 768 to 14,
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of transmit power amplifier, and receiver. Note: SMA = surlace mount assembly.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of MC3359low-power narrowband FM IF (courtesy Motorola).

thereby reducing the number of lines that
need to be manipulated. The actual number
range becomes 13, 14 or 15 when covering
1296 MHz to 1298 MHz, and is accounted for
automatically in the adders (IC2, TC3 and
lC4).
To operate at 1291.125 MHz 'transmit'

(repeater input for 1297.125 MHz), the syn-
thesizer has to be shifted up by 39 MHz i.e.,
the count has to increase by
39 MHz/25 kHz=1560. Converting this to
'N' plus 'A' format gives 'N'=24 and 'A'=24.
Hf instead, transmit on 1297.125 MHz

was required, then 45 MHz would need to be
added, i.e., the count has to i.ncrease by
45 MHz/25 kHz=1800. Converting this 10
'N' plus a format gives 'N'=28 and 'A'=8.
By comparing the above bit patterns re-

quired for these two offsets, it becomes ap-
parent that, on transmit. only the '4' weight
needs to be changed in the 'N' count, and the
'16' weight in the IA' count, to select either
simplex or repeater transmit. All other
weights are required regardless of which
transmit mode is chosen.
The addition of either of these two offsets

to the receive base munbers is easily accom-
plished by binary adders ICI, lC2 and 10.
So, to recap, to calculate the numbers-

and hence diodes - required for a given
channel:

L Calculate the RX local oscillator (La) fre-
quency (F"g -45 MHz).
2. Scale down this freguency by a factor (RX
La Freq./25 kHz).
3. Convert to 'N' plus 'A' ('N' over-
all/ 64='N'; remainder>" A').
4, Subtract 768 from 'N'. This result should
be either 13, 14 or 15 when prograrrurung re-
ceive freguencies between 1296 and
1298 MHz.
5. Convert 'A' (remainder from 3. above) to
binary, i.e., 1, 2, 4, 8,16,32.
6. Insert diodes from the selected channel
number to the binary weights reguired to
program the given IA' and hence the desired
frequency. When fitring the diedes. ensure
that they all 'point' towards Ra.
The lines on the silk screen around the diode
matrix area show where diodes need to be
inserted to program the foUowing frequen-
eies to the associated channel.

Channel I: 1297.125MHz (RMS)
Channel 2: 1297.000MHz (RMO)
Channel 3: 1297.07SMHz (RM3)
Channel4: 1297.150MHz (RM6)

Charmel 5: 1297.500MHz (SM20)

Fitting nodiodesatall would causethe radio
to operate on 1296.200 MHz, and could be
usefu..l for monitoring SSB activity.
Ta make the radio more flexible, a small

add-on PCB is being designed which will re-
place ICI, JC2 and 10. This circuitry will
allow any repcatcr shift to be programmed,
listen on Input, and will also permit the use
of thumbwheel or slmilar switches. The pro-
gramming data will be held in an EPROM
mounted on the PCB.

Construction
It is easiest to fit aIl the surface mount parts
first (on the track side of the PCB). A steady
hand, a pair of tweezers and some patience
are very necessary to make sound joints.
Take time to make sure that the VCO section
in particula.r is well put together as event-
ually it will be covered by a metal box mak-
ing subsequent repair less easy. A close-up
of the VCO area is shown in Hg. 8.
Note that C93 and C94 are mounted

through the PCB after their holes have been
cJeared out with a 1.5-mm drill (to remove
the through hole plate). This ensures that the
source leads of TR9 are effectively by-passed
to the ground plane.
After a11 the surface mount parts have

been fitted, proceed with the remaining re-
sistors and cepacitors. followed by the rest of
the ICs. Take care not to make any shorts be-
tween component leads end the ground
plane.
Finally, fit the Molex connectors, relay.

crystals and IC16 bol ted to a good heatsi.nk.
Do not at this stage fit the RF power ampli-
fier.
Before applying power for the first time

check that the board has been correctly as-
sembled and that there are no obvious wir-
ing faults.

."

Testing and alignment
The transceiver is built on one high-quality
through-plated, silk screened, solder re-
sisted PCB of about 127 mm x 185 mm,

BLOCK DIAGAAM
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Fig. 4. Block diagram and pinout of MC145152P synthesizer le (courtesy Motorola).
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Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of synthesizer and FM modulator. Note: SMA = surface mount assembly.
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which is designed to fit inside a standard die
cast box or similar case. The peB and a num-
ber of components to build the transceiver
are available from the author.

1t is possible to align and test most of the
peB without installing it in its case. Only
when the RF power amplifier is to be tested
does the unit need to be installed in its case.

It isassumed that the unit has been diode
programmed to the desired set of frequen-
eies.
Make alJ the connections as shown in

Fig. 6, and turn the unit on. The supply cur-
rent should be circa 250 mA with the re-
ceiver muted. If the current is vastly more or
less, there is probably a fault.
Adjust C7Bfor a voltage of between 4 V

and 5 V on pin 6 of ICw. If neccssary, slightly
adjust the height of L9.
Turn off the power, and place the VCO

cover on the peB. Mark where the signal
tracks would short to the cover. File these
areas slightly (O.5-mm clearance is plenty).
Carefully place the VCO cover box on the
FeB and turn on the power. The voltage on

CHANNEL
SELECT

SPKR

VOLUME MUTE 920053 ·16

MIC

MICPWR

23cm FMTX/Rh~ R
c G'IWIM 1991'-..)" c,.--, g

~~V8

l'1L:r-
3~

=

Fig. 6. External connections diagram.
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COMPONENTS LIST

" means surtace mounted part.
! means Cirkit part number.

Resistors:
5% O.2S-W NK3 Type unless otherwise
stated.
• :::Chip resetor: 5% RC01 type.

Al;A2;A35;A37= 4kQ7
A3 = 47kl1 SIL
A4 = 100kQ
A5;A6;A14;R20;A27;A29;A40;
A48;A83 = 2kl12
A7 = tkns
A8;A13;A16 = 22kQ
A9 = 27kl1
Al0;A12;A45;A59;A61 = 10kQ
All ;A30;A47 = 330kQ
A15 = 33kQ
A17;A28;A33;A62 = lkl1
R18 ::::2kn preset
A19;A21;A43= 100Q
A22;A23;A24;A25 = 18kl1
A26;A34;A84 = 15kl1
A31 = 12kQ
A32 = 82kQ
A36;A89 = 5kl1 presel
A38 = 22Q
A39;R54 = 120Q
A41;A51 = 56Q
A42;A72;A85;A86 = 2kQ2 chip'
A44 = 680n
A46=470Q
A49;A50 = 56kQ
A52 = 27Q
A53 = 270Q
A55;A57 = 4kl17
A56 =68Q
A58 = 10kn presel
A60 = 180n
A63 = 39kQ chip'
A64 = 4kn7 chip'
A65;A68;A77 = 10kl1 chip'
R66 :::not fitted
A67;A75;A78;A79;A80 = 82Q chip'
A69;A73 = 1kQ chip'
A70 = 1OkQ log. pol
A71 = 330Q chip'
A74;A76 = 470Q chip'
A81 ;A82 = 2211 chip'
A88 = 10kQ un. pot

J
Capacitors:
pF chip " capacitors are 0805 size,
nF chip" capacitors are 1206 size.
All capacitors are subminiature, 0.1" radial fit-
ting types unless otherwise noted.

Cl ;Cll = 4.7~lF 16 V
C2;C3;C49;C50 = 22nF
C4;C5;C25;C26;C43;C44;C46;C53;C54;C58;
C60;C65;C84;Cl0l = 47~F 16 V
C6 = 100~F 16 V
C7;C9;Cl 0;C16;C17;C 18;C20;C36;C37;C41;
C47;C48;C59 = 100nF
C8;C13;C14;C38;C45 = lnF
C12 = 150pF
C15 = 22pF
C19 = 22nF 0.2'

C21 = 330pF
C22 = 680pF
C23 = 68pF
C24;C29-C35 = 4.7nF
C27 = 10pF
C28;C61 = 12pF
C39;C40;Cl02 = 100nF chip'
C42 = 1000jJ F 16 V axial
C51 ;C52 = 470nF 0.2'
C55 = 100nF 0.2'
C56 = 470pF
C57 = 4.7nF
C62::: 25pF trimmer
C63 = 470pF chip'
C64;C66;C67;C70;C71 ;C72;C74-
C77;C83;C85-C90;C92-C97 = 47pF chip'
C68 = lnF chip'
C69 = l00pF chip'
C73 = 10pF chip'
C78;C91 :::2pF trimmer
C79;C81 = lpF chip'
C80 = 2.2pF chip'
C82 = 0.6pF chip'
C98,C99;Cl00 = 33pF chip'

Note: C93 and C94 are fitted through the
pes after the holes have been drilled out by
a 1.5-mm drill. Necessary to remove the
through hole plating.

Semiconductors:
TAl ;TA2;TA7 = BC477
TA3;TA5;TA8 = BC109
TA4;TA6 = BC107
TA9 = ATFl3484 •
TAl0 = BCW33'
TAll = BFA92 •
TA12=J310
TA13 = 3N201
ICl ;IC2;IC3 = C04008
IC4 = C04011
IC5 = ULN3718M
IC6= MC3359
IC7;IC9;IC12 = 78L08
IC8 = 78L05
IC10 = TL081
ICll = MC145152P2
IC13 = MB501 L
IC14;IC15 = MSA0304'
IC16= 7808
IC17 = MSA0635 •
PAl = M67715 (Mitsubishi)
01-04;06;07;017;018;019 = lN4148
05::: 4.7V zener
08 = SBLl-X
09 = lN5408
010 = BASt9'
011-014 = BA585 PIN •
015;016 = BB811 •
020::: 5.6V zener
021 = 3.9V zener
Programming diodes 1N4148 types as re-
quired.

Inductors:
Ll = 35-01842 !
L2;L3;L4 = 35-00291 !
L5 = see below
L6 = 0.22~H SC30
L7;L8 = O.l~H·

23-CM FM TRANSCEIVER

L9 = see below
LlO = O.47~H SC30

L5 and L9 are pieces of 22 8WG tinned cop-
per wire soldered t.s-mm above the pes on
the track side between the relevant pads.

Miscellaneous:
XL 1 =: quartz crystal 3.2 MHz
XL2 = quartz crystal44.545 MHz
FLl = fllter 45502
FL2 = filter 45M15A
FL3 = filter 17-12109 I
PL 1 = tn-way Molex
PL2;PL3 =: 2·way Molex
PL4 = s-way Molex
PL5 = SMA coax socket
PL6;PL7;PL8 = 3-way Molex
All = 175-051 (Farnell)
81 =: single pole momentary action
82 = single pole 5 way
83 = single pole change over
S4 =: PD (usually part of microphone
assembly)
Semi-rlqid coax for tor RX LQ and TX drive
connections.

Note: 82 could be z-pole 6-way, the second
pole beinq used as the power switch, as per
prototype.
Sockets as required tor external microphone,
speaker and power connectors.

Hardware:
4 off Tapped 8mm high pillars.
1 off RF power amplifier maunting block
50x15x6mm aluminium.
1 off Diecast box 220x150x55mm minimum
size.
VCO caver 70x53x6mm (internal dimen-
sions) made from 0.5-mm brass or sirnilar,

Cirkit PLC are at Park Lane, Broxbcume,
Herts EN10 7NQ, England. Telephone:
(0992) 444111. Fax: (0992) 441306.

For PCBs and component sets, contact
the author:
Mr. T. Forrester, 12 Lime Close, Hartwell,
Northants NN7 2PS, England.

Latest rssue PCSs are 'Rev. C'. On these,
R62, R60, R6l and R59 become surface-
mount assembly (SMA) parts. This PCB also
has provision for a PIN diode antenna
changeover, and DC FM for 9,600 baud
Packet Radio.
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RADIO AND TELEVISION

Note:
Cut·Outs ere requlred In thls area
01 eopper 10 match those on Ihe
ground plane of the pes

Keep this gap 10 1 mm max.

-3 mm Nut

8mm High
Tapped Pillar

~!!!!§j!!!!~~~!!1\!!!l!!!g~+----Copper Tape.. Clamped between module
end heatslnk block

6 mrn Block Alloy
Supporting Module
Festened 10 ease wlth 2
olf 3 mm eSK screws

t
Bottam of Case

Side View 920053 -17

Fig. 7. Suggested mounting of RF power amplifier module. 00 not use heat-slnk compound
on module or cop per tape.

pin 6 of le10 will have increased by about
1 V. This is normal. Turn off the power and
tack solder the cover in place every 10 mm or
so for the time betng.

Turn on the power and set the reference
oscillator to 3.2 MHz using C62.

Lift the receiver mute and align the re-
ceiver by tuning to a strang Ioeal signal. Peak
C9] and FL3, followed by LA,L3 and 12. Tune
L1 for best recovered audio. Check that the
mute action is smooth and positive.
If a signal generator is available, the mute

should lift at less than 0.15 ~V end have a
SINAD of 12 dB or better.
lf necessary, adjust the reference oscilla-

tor using C62 to ensure that the receive signal
is correctly runed.

lf everything is operating a11right so Iar.
solder the veo cover firmly in place, to fur-
ther reduce any residual microphonic ef-
feets.

Referring to Fig. 7, instaU the PCB in its
case on 8-mm pillars. Next, solder the RF
power amplifier to the peB ensuring that
capper tape is used to bond the base of the
module to the ground plane of the PCB (see
drawing in Pig. 7). Make sure that the power
module and lC16 are well 'heatsinked' to the
case. Insert a link on PL6 to select either high
or low power. Connect an RF power meter to
PLs, and seleet transmit. The current should
be circa 1.1 A for 2 W output on high power,
and about 800 mA for 1 W output on low
power.

Fig. 8. ctose-up of the VCO area of the peB. This part of the circuit is normally enclosed
bya metal cover.

Set the microphone gain (R89) midway.
Next, using a deviation meter or off-air sig-
nal report. adjust Rss for a peak deviation of
about 5-kHz.

Set R36 initially rrudway. then press the
tone button and adjust RlB for 1750 Hz. Re-
adjust R36 for approximately 3-kHz peak
tone deviation.
If a11is weil the radio is now ready for use

and should give very good mobile perfor-
mance when used with a suitable aerial,
typica11y an Alford slot as most repeaters
and base stations use horizontal polarisa-
tion.

Conclusion
The prototype has been in use by the author
for some time now and has proved to be ade-
quate for both base station use and mobile
operation. Obviously, owing to the unit's
relatively low power and higher propaga-
tion losses at 1.3 GHz when compared to,
say, 432 MHz, the range attainable is less
than that available on lower frequencies.
However, as a general guide it seems that
when a 23~cm repeater is co-sited with a 70~
cm repeater (for instance, GB3NH and
GB3CN), the 23-crn repeater is accessible by
a mobile from locations where the 70-cm re-
peater is accessible on a handheld. This as-
sumes that the 23-cm mobile is using a half
sized Alford slot aerial providing circa 5-dBi
of aerial gain.

Another interesting aspcct of 23-cm
mobile working is the reduction in mobile
'flutter' when moving even at fairly slow
speeds.compared to 'flutter' observed on the
lower frequencies.
Generally. 23-cm repeaters are always in

beacon mode when not actually in use as a
repeater. This means that the receiver mute
wou1d be permanently Iifted when monitor-
ing a repeaterjbeacon leading to unnecess-
ary idents and noise being received. To
overcome this drawback, same repeaters are
fitted with a sub-audible tone which is only
superimposed on the repeater transmit car-
rier when the repeater is accessed, and the
mute is lifted on its receiver. Typically, the
tone wou.ld be between 60 Hz and 250 Hz at
adeviation of less than 1 kHz. A receiver
mon.itoring the repeater which has a tone
mute set to the same frequency (123 Hz for
GB3CN) would now only respond to voice
tra.ffic passing through the repeater, so Ig-
rioring unwanted AFSK idents. If there is
enough interest, a compatibJe tone mute cir-
cuit may be developed for this design.

The authorcan supply high quality PCB's
(piated through, solder resist, and silk
screened), plus parts or kits of parts as re-
quired. (Exact prices yet to be determ.ined
and dependent upon demand).
If required it is proposed to supply the

VCO and synthesizer sections assembled
and tested, leaving onJy receiver and ancil-
lary parts to the constructor. This approach
may be more attractive to those amateurs
who feel that surface mount techniques are
perhaps beyond thern! •

\
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11I
KERBERKLOCK IV

Musical grandfather clocks
are still very popular in many
households. This article
describes how electronics
have been applied to build a
microprocessor-based digital
clock with twelve different
melodies wh ich are selected
by the user.

By R. J. 'Bob' Kerber

THE const.ruction of the enclosure can be
at the discretion of the user. Por those in-

terested in woodworking projects, the elec-
tronics could be housed in a mantle clock or
carriage clock made of solid walnut, cherry.
er whatever. Other materials could be
metal, plywood, paneling, or anything else
that comes to mind. This article describes
the authors enclosure, which uses clear
plastic. A clear encJosure is not only an in-
teresting conversation piece but is a unique
method of displaying one's handiwork. The
enclosure 1S7.5 inch wide, 5.5 inch high and
4 inch deep (approx. 191 x 140 x 102 mm).

The Kerber clock plays a melody on the
quarter hour, similar to a grandfather clock.
There are 12 preprogrammed rnelodies,
which are user selected by a rotary switch
on the front panel. At 15 minutes past the
hour. a quarter of the melody will be played.
At half past the hour, half the melody will be
played, and so on, until the entire melody is
played on the full hour. Almost any melody
can be preprogranuned into the clock at the
request of the user - contact the Kerber
Klack Ko. for details.

Circuit description
At the heart of the circuit (Fig. 1) is a
Motorola 6802 microprocessor. The 6802 has
its own interna I clock and drivet, requiring
only an external crystal.lt also has 128 bytes
of on-chip RAM, which is nice as long as no
more RAM is needed because it does not re-
quire external RAM with additional address
decoding ci.rcuitry.

A 51-kQ resistor and a 4.7-IlF capacitor
provide a power-on RESET to pin 40 of the
Cl'U. A 4-MHz crystal osciJIator is used to
provide an extemal clock frequency to run
the processor. The 60 Hz (or 50 Hz) mains
frequency is shaped by a 74HC14 inverting
Schmitt trigger gate. This frequency is used
to run the clock when there is mains power.
A l.2-kQ resistor monitors the transformer
secondary voltage for apower failure. If the
mains power falls, the dock switches to an-
other 60 Hz (or 50 Hz) souree: the 6840,
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whose timing signal is gated through to the
NMI\ (non-maskable interrupt) pin of the
6802. The NM!\ is used for timing the digi-
tal dock and the length of the tones in the
melodies.
The IRQ\ (interrupt request) !ine of U,.

CPU is used for multiplexing the 7-segrnent
LED displays. A 74HC14 gate functions as
an oscillatcr operating at about 2.8 kHz.

A 2532, 2732 or 2764 EPROM stores the
machine language program that tells the
proeessor what to da. If a 2532 is used, a
jumper wire is required from E1 to E2, and
one from E3 to E4. II a 2732 or 2764 is used,
a jumper wire is required from E2 to E3, and
one from E4 to ES. The jumpers are required
owing to these devices having different pins
for the same signals. When a 2764 is used, a
28-pin socket is required. The 2532 and 2732
devices can use either a 24 or 28-pin socket.
When a 28-pin socket is used, the 24-pin de-
vice is inserted in the bottom set of holes (the
top is pin 1), as shown on the component 10-
cation diagram.

Address decoding starts with the
74LS138. Valid memory address (VMA) and
the E dock are 'ANDed' through a 74LSOO
gate at pin 3 to provide a logic low signal
VMA'E\. Address Iine AIS and VMA'E\
enables the 74LS138 to reeognize A14, A13
and A12, which causes the appropriate out-
put to go low when true. For example, when
signals AIS, A14, A13 and A12 are all high,
pin 7 (FOOO)goes low, enabling the EPROM.

Address EOOO from address decoder
pin 9 is not used. The letters 'N.C.' in the cir-
cuit diagram indicate 'no connection'.

Address DOOO from pin 10 enables the
6840 PTM (programmable timer module).
The PTM is designed to provide variable
time intervals. It has three 16-bit binary
counters, three correspcndtng control regis-
ters, and a status register. These counters are
under software control, and are used to gen-
erate frequencies for the melodies, the
alarm, and a 60-Hz frequency used to keep
the clock going when on battery beckup.

Address COOO(pin 11) is not used.
Address BOOOfrom 74LS138 (pin 12) is

used to interrogate the switches inputting to
the 74LS244-2, while address AOOO from
pin 13 interrogates the switches inputting to
the 74LS244-L Switch interrogation oeeurs
60 times a second {i.e., every 16.67 ms). The
5.6-kQ resistors pull the Inputs of both
74LS244s logic high unless a partieular
switch pulls that input low. When the
processor addresses a switch decoder, it
reads the information supplied by the de-
coder via data lines D7 through DO. The bit
combination read back determines what
happens. For instancc, if switch Sa is in the
CAL position, data line D1 instructs the
processor to display the date.

Address 9000 from 74LS138 pin 14 is
used to determine which of the six display
digits, the AM LED or the ACO solid-state
relay (SSR) is to be selected. When pin 14
goes low. it causes the data on the data bus
(D7 through DO) to be latched into the
74LS374-2 octal D-type flip-flop, and to ap-
pear at its output. The ULN2001 is a high-
voltage, high-current. Darlington transistor
array. An alternative part, the ULN2003,
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KERBER KLOCK IV
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GENERAL INTEREST

may be used, provided the seven l.2-kQ
input resistors are replaced with #22 AWG
solid wire.

Address 8000 from 74LS138 pin 15 deter-
mines which displey segments including
the decimal point (DP) are to be tuned on. A
low level on pin 15 causes data to be latched
into the 74LS374-1, and to appear at the out-
puts. The 75491-1 and 75491-2 are quad LED
segment drivers. The eight X-watt resistors
limit the current through the LED segments,
thus determining the brightness leveL TOD
large a resistor will make the displays dirn,
while too small a resistor could burn them
out.

Power supply
The rectifier circuit is a full-wave bridge
type using four IN4001 diodes to rectify the
12.6-V a.c. secondary voltage of the mains
transformet. A 2200-IlF capacitor. Cl, is
used to smooth the rectified voltage, which
is about 15 V d.c. The rectified voltage is fed
to the 5-V regulator, the loudspeaker driver,
and the NiCd rechargeable batteries. 111e
centre tap of the transformer provides a see-
ondary voltage. which is filtered by a an-
other 2200-).lF capacitor, C2.
A 20-Q,3-watt resistor is inserted in the 7805
input voltage line to take some of the heat
away from the regulator. and provide cur-
rent limiting to trickle-charge the NiCd bat-
teries. Diode 1N4001 (CRs) prevents battery
current from flowing back through the 20-Q
resistor on power failure. The Vp voltege is
backed up by NiCd batteries. On battery
back-up, the displays will go dark, but the
internal circuitry will keep track of the cor-
reet time, so that when AC power returns,
the correet time will be displayed. TI1e Vs
voltage is not requtred upon lass of power.

Features and functions
The Kerber Klock has two display modes:
12-hour (12:00:00) or 24-hour (00:00:00).
Either option is selected by the switeh
marked 12 HR/24 HK When in the 12-hour
mode, an LED below the tens-of-hours digit
will turn on, indicating the time 18 AM.
Switching between 12 HR and 24 HR posi-
tion changes the display i.nstantly.
The calendar is displayed for two sec-

onds every ten seconds. The date is dis-
played in the form MM:DD:YY, where MM
IS the month, DO is the day and YY is the
ycar. The correct nurnber of days is dis-
played for any particular month. Leap year
is ealculated by dividing the year by four. If
it divides evenly, 29 days are displayed for
Pebruary. if not, 28 days are displayed.
To disable displaying th.e date, turn the

right-hand rotary switch to the CAL posi-
tion, and push the SNZ (snooze) button.
When the rotary switch is turned back to
RUN position, the date will not be dis-
played. To return to displaying the date, re-
peat the procedure. Areboot of the system
will also cause the date to be displayed.

The alarm is a true 24-hour alarm. When

the dock time equals the preset alarm time,
and the ALA switch is up, the alarm will
sound. The alarm will sound for one minute
unless it is terrninated by putting the ALA
switch down, or by pushmg the SNZ button
(wh.ich will turn the alarm off for 10 min-
utes). The SNZ button may be pushed as
many times as desired, until the alarm is dis-
abled by the ALA switch. The alarm volume
can be set by pushing the SNZ button with
the ALA switeh up.
The AC outlet (ACO) on the nght side of

the case is an accessories outlet which can
control smalJ appliances rated up to 3 A
(300 W) maximum. It can be used to turn off
a radio and/or CI light automatically after
you go to sleep, and turn thern on in the
morning when the alarm comes on. There is
a 99-hour and 59-m.inute counter which can
be set in one-minute increments. The ACO
is a down counter, and will stay on for the
preset time period as long as the ACO
switch is up. The ACO will turn on at the
alarm time i.f the ACO and ALA switehes
are up. Putting the ALA switch down will
turn off the alarm but not the ACO.
The melodies are selected by combining

the left-hand rotary switch, Sc, with the
MEL SEL toggle switch. With MEL SEL in
the up position (]-6), melodies one through
six are selected by Sc. With MEL SEL in the
down position (7-12), melodies seven
through twelve are selected by Sc. Any
melody can be played on demend by push-
ing the SNZ button with the ALA switeh
down. The standard version of the Kerber
Klock IV is preprogrammed to play the fol-
lowing melodies:

t. Westminster Chimes
2. London Bridge
3. Somewhere My Love
4. TI1e Way We Were
5. Love Me Tender
6. Strangers In The Night
7. More
8. The High And The Mighty
9. Misty
10. Jingle Bells
11. Oh! Susanna
12. Everybody Loves Somebody

Setting the time (CLK)
Rotate the right-hand rotary switch (Se} to
the CLK position. 1111Swill freeze the clock
time on the display (HH:MM:SS). Put the
SEL DIG (seleet digit) toggle switch in the
up position. A lit decimal point indicates the
digit that is ready to be changed. Put the
SET DIG (set digit) toggle switch in the up
position. The digit with its decimal point lit
will start to increment at a 2-Hz rate.
Seconds will be reset to 00. Put the SET DIG
switch down when the desired number is
displayed. Put the SEL DIG switch down
and back up to move to the next digit. Set
the desired num.ber using SET DIG as done
before. Do this for the other digits.

Setting the calendar (CAL)
Rotate switch Se to the CAL position. This

will freeze the date on the display
(MM:DD:YY). Put SEL DIG in the up posi-
tion. A lit decimal point indicates the digit
that is ready to be changed. Put the SET DIG
(set digit) toggle switeh in the up position.
The digit with its decimaJ point lit will start
to increase at a 2-Hz rate. Put the SET OlG
switch down when the desired number is
displayed. Put the SEL DIG switch down
and back up to move to the next digit. Set
the desired number usi.ng SET DIG as done
before. 00 this for the other digits, and ro-
tate Sa to RUN position. Note that the time
of day was not affected whiJe setting the
date.

Setting the alanm (ALA)
Rotate Se to the ALA position. The proce-
dure for setting the alarm ti.me is the same as
that for setting the time of day. If in the 12-
hour mode, be sure the AM LED is on for
AM alarm setting. Rotate Sa to RUN posi-
tion after the alarm time is set correctly.
To set the alarrn. put the ALA switch in

the up position. Note that the decimal point
of the digit above the ALA switch will come
on. This aIJows the user to tell, in the dark,
that the alarm has been set. Set the ALA
VOL as desired while pushing the SNZ but-
ton. When the time of day is the same as the
alarm setting, the alarm tone will sound for
one minute unless the ALA switch is put
down, or the SNZ button is pushed. The
SNZ button turns the a.larm tone off for
10 minutes.

Setting the AC autlet (ACO)
Rotate Se to ACO position. The procedure
for setting the counter is the same as that for
setting the time of day. except the hours can
be set to 99. Putting the ACO switch up will
turn on the SSR, which puts mains voltage
on the AC outlet on the right side panel of
the clock, and start the counter counting
downward. When the ACO counter reaches
00:00:00, the AC outlet will turn off. The dec-
imal point above the ACO switch will be lit.

Construction
The construction of the clock is set out in
great detail in the manual supplied by the
Kerber Klock Ko. The manual also contains
the component mounting plans of the two
printed circuit boards, a detailed parts list,
and a components source list. Prices of a
number of items used to build the clock. as
well as parts kits, EPROM listings, prepro-
grammed EPROMs, etc., are indicated on
the order form which you can obtain from

Kerber Klock Kompany
R. J. 'Bob' Kerber
36117 Hillcrest Drive
Eastlake, OH 44095
U.S.A.
Telephone (216) 946-3898

Finally, make sure to state 50 Hz rnains or
60 Hz mains when ordering or asking for
details. •
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ANALOGUE OPAMP INTEGRATOR
CIRCUITS

HOW THEYWORK, HOW TO DESIGN THEM AND WHAT MISTAKES
ARE MADE

INTEGRATION is the mathematical
process of finding the area under a

curve. While the mathematics of integra-
tion are beyond the scope of this article,
the underlying concept is not. If you want
to find the area under a time varying volt-
age, then you might apply the mathernat-
ics of integral calculus to arrive at a
number.
Alternatively, you might use an ana-

logue integrator circuit. The same circuit
can also be used to find the time average
of a varying voltage.
In Fig. 1 a tirne-varying voltage signal

represents apressure transducer output. In
this particular ease, the signal is the out-
put of a human arterial blood pressure
transducer used in medieal electronics
(any other example would also suffice).
Notice that the pressurelvoltage varies
with time from a low non-zero value ('di-
astolic') lO a high peak value ('systo!ic')
between times Tl and T2 (wh ich repre-
senis one cardiac cycle). If we want to
know the mean arterial pressure (MAP),
we would want to find the area under the
curve, as shown by the formula in Fig, I.
Before discussing the circuit, let us

first mention the math notation. The J
symbol indieates that the integration
process will be applied on the press ure
signal, P, over the time interval TI to T2.
The 'd r' indicates that the integration
takes place with respect to time. The mean
arterial pressure over the T2-TI interval,
also denoted by P-bar, is the integral of
the voltage signal representing the pres-
sure. From this illustration we can see that
the integrator serves to find the time-aver-
age 'mean' value of an analogue voltage
waveform - it does not have to be a
blood pressure signal.

Passive R-C integrator clr-
cuits
Perhaps the simplest form of integrator
and differentiator circuits are made from
simple resistor (R) and capacitor (C) ele-
ments, as shown in Fig. 2. You may rec-
ognize this circuit as a passive lew-pass
filter. The R-C low-pass filter (integrator)
has a -6 dß/octave falling characteristic
frequency response.
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The operation of the integrator is de-
pendent upon the time eonstant of the R-C
network (i.e. RxC). In most eases, we
want the integrator time constaru to be
long (i.e., > IOx) compared with the period
of the signal being integrated. We can cas-
eade several integrators in order to en-
hanee the effect, and also increase the
slope 01' the frequency response fall-off,

By Joseph J. Carr

aJthough only at the expense of severe
signal amplitude loss.

Active op-amp integrator
circuits
The operational arnplifier makes ir a lot
easier to build active integrator cireuits.
Fig. 3 shows the standard operational am-

i
0.

Heart beats

P

120 - - - SYSTOLIC (Ps)

80 - - -- DIASTOLIC (Pd)

'"er:=>
Vl
Vl

'"er:a.

1 J72MAP=I'=T T Pd!
2- 1 n

Clinical approximation:

P=Pd+ Ps-Pd
3I

I
I

o L---T.J1--------TL2-----
t_
920086-11

Fig. 1. Blood press ure VS. time curve. P is a time varying voltage trom apressure transducer.



GENERALINTEREST

920086-12

Fig. 2. Passive resistor-capacitor (R-C) inte-
grator circuit.

plifier version of the Miller integrator cir-
cuit. An IC operational arnplifier is the ac-
live elernent: a resistor is in series with
the inverting input and a capacitor is in
the feedback loop. The output voliage of
the integrator circuit is dependent upon
the input signal amplitude and the R-C
time constant. The transfer equation far
the Miller integrator is:

(I)

Where:
Ua and Uin are in the same units (volts,
millivolls, etc.);
R is in ohrns (Q);
Cis in farads (F);
t is in seconds (s);
K is a constant in volts (same units as Vo
and Vin).

The expression of Eq. [I] is a way of say-
ing that the output voltage is equal to the
tirne-average of the input signal, plus
same constant K wh ich is the voltage that
may have been stored in the capacitor
from sorne previous operarion (orten
zero). Altemauvely, K may represent an
offset error voltage in either the input sig-
nal or the operational amplifier itself -
and therein is found a problern with rext-
book integrator circuits.

c

920086-13

Fig.3. Miller opamp integrator circuit.

Re= RIff R2
-I f

UO=RIR2 Uindl

PI
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3M9

Rl
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RE5ET

.I.

R2

10M

Rc

Al = CA3l40
920086-14

Fig. 4. Practical Miller opamp integrator circuit.

Practical Miller integrator
circuits

The circuit shown in Fig. 3 is classic, and
appears in textbooks and magazine arti-
eies. Unfortunately, it also does not work
very weil (or at a11in sorne ca ses) because
of the offset voltage problem (a demon
K!). These circuirs are too simplistic be-
cause they depend upon ideal input sig-
nals that are symrnetrical about zero volts,
and the properties of 'ideal' operationaJ
arnplifiers. Unfortunately, the real kind-
you-can-go-buy opamps fall far short of
the ideal device that was in the mind of
the textbook writer, In real eircuits we
find that integrators saturat.e very shortly
after turn-on.
The problem with the opamp integra-

tors was dri ven home to me when I
worked in a medical school/hospital bio-
electronics lab, and bad to build an elec-
tronic integrator for one of the eustomers
of our electronics laboratory. When I used
a Type 741 operational amplifier, the out-
put voltage saturated within milliseconds
after turn-on. In fact, saturation came so
fast that 1 inirially thought the opamps
were bad. The problem was that the input
bias currents of the opamp (wh ich are zero
in ideal devices) create a high enough out-
put voltage to fully charge the capacitor in
the feedback loop very rapidly.
There is another problem with this kind

of cireuit, and it rnagnifies the problem of
saturation. This cireuit has a very high
gain with certain values of Rand C. Let us
pick an example and see what this gain

can mean. The voltage gain (Av) of this
circuit is given by the term -I/RC (I) so
what is the gain with a 0.0 I-W capacitor
(certainly not a 'large' capacitor in COI1-

ventional wisdorn) and a 10,000-ohm re-
sistor (note: O.OI-W is 10-8 farads)? The
gain is calculated as folIows:

Av = -I/RC
Av = -1/(104 ohms)(10-8 farads)
Av = -1/10-4
Av = -104 = -10,000

With a gain of -I 0,000, a + I-volt oe sig-
nal applied to the input will try to produce
a -10,000 volt output. Unfortunately, the
operational amplifier's negative output
potential is limited to a range of -5 to -20
volts, depending upon the device selected
and the applied V- power supply voltage,
For this case, the operational amplifier
will slew to saturation very rapidly! If we
want to keep the output voltage from satu-
rating, then we must either keep the R-C
time constant under control, or prevent the
input signal from rising too high (not
good I). Ir the maximum output voltage al-
lowable is 10 V, then the maximum input
signal is 10 VII 0,000, or I mV.
Obviously, the best solution is to keep the
R-C time eonstant within bounds.
When I built my first analogue integra-

tor, and found that 741 devices were not
suitable, T turned to high-cost premium
grade opamp devices, At that time, a pre-
mium 725 device cost $15, and it suffered
the same problems as the 741. The only
difference between the $15 premium
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opamp and the $0.50 741 device is that on
the $15 opamp the outpur saturated slowly
enough for rne to watch it on an oscillo-
scope Of voltmeter - about four seconds
- instead of nearly insrantaneously.
Unfortunately, this was still not accept-
able.
Applying a waveform to the input of

even the premium op-amp integrator al-
lowed me LO see the outpur waveform rise
up the screen of the oscilloscope and dis-
appear off the top of the screen I

How to solve the problem
Fortunately, there are some practical de-
sign tactics that will allow us to keep the
integration capability, while getting rid of
the problems. A practical integrator is
shown in Fig. 4. The heart of this circuit is
a BiMOS operational amplifier, Type
CA3140, or its equivalent BiFET type
(the CA3130 or CA3160 will also work;
Type CA3240 is a dual CA3140 with the
same pin-outs as an LM 1458). The reason
that this device works so weil is that it has
a low input bias curreru (having a MOS-
FET input circuit with a 1.5xI0'2-Q input
impedance). When I tested close to a
dozen different opamps for the circuit the
CA3140, which cost only about two dol-
lars, they out-performed devices cesring
ten times as mueh.
Capaeiter CI and resistor RI in Fig. 4

form the integration elements, and are
used in the transfer equation. Resistor R2

ANALOGUE OPAMP INTEGRATOR ClRCUITS

is used both to discharge CI to prevent OC
offsets from either the input signal or the
opamp itself from saturating the device;
its value should be 10 to 20 MQ. Resistor
R2 also limits the gain at low frequencies.
The 'RESET' switch is used to set the ca-
pacitor voltage back to zero (to prevent a
'K' factor offset) before the circuit is
used. in sorne measurement applications,
the cireuit initializes by closing SI (or a
relay equivalent) mornentarily.
Beeause of R2 in the eireuit we must

place a constraint on the transfer equation:
the equation is valid only for frequencies
greater than or equal to F in Eq. [I]:

106F = -,---:..:'----::
21tR, C

(2)

Where:
Fis the cut-off frequency in hertz (Hz);
R2 is in ohms (Q);
Cis in microfarads (W).

There is a compensation resistor, Re, be-
tween the non-inverting input of the oper-
ational arnplifier and ground. This resistor
eaneels the effects ef input bias current
and improves thermal drift performance
(2). It has a value equal to the parallel
cornbination of R land R2:

(3)

There may still be a rninor drift problem,

so potentiometer Plis sornetimes added to
the circuit to cancel it. This eomponent
adds a small eountereurrent to the invert-
ing input through resistor'Rs. To adjust
this circuit, set Pi iuitially to mid-range.
The potentiometer is adjusted by shorting
the V in input to ground (or setting Vin ::=

0), and then measuring the ourput voltage.
Press S t to discharge Ct, and note the out-
put voltage should go LO zero and stay
there. If it does not, then turn Pt in the di-
reetion that counters the change of Vo
after each time SI is pressed. Keep press-
ing S J and then rnaking small ehanges in
PI until you find that the output voltage
stays very nearly zero, and remains con-
stant, after SI is pressed (there wi 11 be
some long-term drift normally).
If drift becomes important, and the output
voltage range can be lirnited to less than
±5 V, it is possible ro make the CA3140
operate in a low-noise mode. Remember
to use the 8-pin meta I can package type,
rather than the rnore common 8-pin
miniOIP, and place a expandable heatsink
(the kind made for TO-5 metal transistor
packages) on it. Limit the DC power sup-
plies to ±5 V.

Conclusion
The Miller integrator circuit is based on
the operational amplifier. With proper se-
lection of the opamp, and a couple circuir
precautions, the Miller integrator will
work weil in signals processing circuits .•

Notes [tech. ed.):
I. Strictly speaking, the gain is given by the term -lIwRC, where w=2nf.However, sinceweare dealing withnear-DC signalshere, OJ will be very smalI, which al-
lows the simpler term to be used with impunity.
2. If the signal source is AC-coupled: lbias of the CA3140 is about 50 pA, so that an offsei of 0.5 rnv is introduced with Re= IOMQ. This offset. in turn, causes a noise

voltage of about 400nV l-JHz.

SATMASTER SOFTWARE AIDS
SATELLITETV RECEPTION
SATMASTER from Swift Television Publications is a software pack-
age aimed at all those with an interest in setting up satellite TV recep-
tion equipment. Written to run on MSDOS PCs, SATMASTER
provides comprehensive information on setting up the dish antenna, as
weil as on the expected signal quality, wh ich is computed on the basis
of the well-known 'down link budget'. All parameters that go into setting
up the downlink budget are entered into the program at very high accu-
racy via pull-down menus. SATMASTER uses parameters like satellite
transmit power, dish diameter, LNB noise temperature, dish type and
efficiency, receiver position on earth, receiver bandwidth, and many
more, to provide the user with a signal quality indicarion in the form of
a signal-to-noise ratio. Also, dish positioning info is provided.
The program is very simple to set up. The default parameter entries

and datafile eontents presented by the prograrn are very acceptable in
rnost eases, whieh should remove sorne of the fears of beginners confronted with questions they can not answer without a deep
knowledge of satellite TV reception technology. As such, SATMASTER is equally suitable for the TV professional and the enthu-
siast. The program caters for all possible needs, right frorn installation of motorized systems to a printout of a full downlink budget
analysis of any satellite at any Iocation in the world.
Tbe SATMASTER program and accompanying manual are available from Swift Television Publications. The price is f35,

which includes pos tage in the UK, or for Europe, add E'Z,or add f4 for the rest of the world.
Swift Television Publicalions, 17 Pittsfield, Cricklade, Swindon, Wills SN6 6AN. Telephone/fax: (44) 0793 750620.
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AUDIO-VIDEO PROCESSOR
..-fIt., -4

~'>v /3' TYPEAVP300 -
THE audio-video processor is constructed

on four printed circuit boards: potmeter
board. measuring 314.5x159.5 mm (Fig. 9),
mother board, measwing330x198 mm (Fig.10),
intermediate board, 232x198 mrn and the
switches board, 145x35 mm (both in Fig. 11).
There are no special comments regarding

the components, but the following points
should be bome in mind.
• All ceramie capactors. the four SCART
connectors, the tenshiftpotmetersand the
fOUT push-button swi tches must bemounted
as close to the board ClS possible.

• The 15 LEDs must be mounted so that
their tops protrude 23 mm through the
board.

• Soldering pins ST303 and ST304 and head-
ers STL A' and STL S' must be soldered
at the track side of the intermediate board.
If the pins of the headers just da not pro-
trude through the board, thereis justenough
roorn to solder them.

• The mains transformer must be fastened
with four M4x6 nuts and bolts before its
connections are soldered.

• Voltage regulators lCS01 and ICS02 rnust
be fitted to a common heat sink, which is
then fitted Iying down on to the board.
Here aga in, bolt the heat sink down be-
fore soldering any connections.

An ELV design

• Resistor Rti26 is normally a wire link. In
some cases, however, it may be requtred
to keep the regulating speed 01 the phase-
locked loop (PLL) to which R626 belongs
down. This is so if for instance, the pro-
cessor is used purely as a multi-standard
decoder. In tha t case, 1<,;26shou ld be 820 1&.
If the processor is used in conjunction
with a video recorder; it is advisable, how-
ever, to use the higher speed 01 the PLL.

• 111eterminal wires of all componen ts should
be cut as short as feasible.

• In a number of locations, the MKT capac-
itors are very elose together; take care that
the non-insulated ends of these compo-
nents do not touch each other.

The mother board of the audio-video pro-
cessor built in the Elektor Electronicslabora-
tory was found to have no earth connections
for a number of components since it had been
fargotten to drill the relevant holes, This de-
ficiency is easily overcome by scratching
away the solder mask in these locations and
solder the relevant component terminal di-
rectly to theearth plane at thecomponentside
01 the board.
When all componentshave been mounted

and soldered. check carefully thatthereare no
bits of solder across tracks.

PART 4

The stze of ametrie bolt or screw is de-
fined by the letter M lollowed by a num-
ber corresponding to the overal1 diameter
of the thread in mm, the x sign and the
length of the boltor screw, also inmm. For
instance, an M4x6 bolt has a thread diam-
ete.rof4 mm anda length of6 mm. Theover-
all diameter of the thread in the BA sizes
is: 0 BA ~ 6.12 rnrn; 2 BA ~ 4.78 rnrn;
4 BA ~ 3.68 mm; 6 BA ~ 2.85 mm;
8 BA ~ 2.25 rnm.

Wiring

Wiringis in many instances perhaps the wrong
word: often two boards are soldered together
without any wires. For instance. the switches
board is pushed uprrght over the SCART
connectors into the recesses in the mother
boerd. Corresponding tracks of the two boards
are then stmply soldered together. It is ad-
visable to start by connecting the outer two
tracks first in such a way that the switches
board sticks ou tabout 1.5 mm over the mether
board.
Acablecontainingthreeindividuallyscreened

wires should be used to connect terminals
W, Band G on the mother and switches boards.
The three screens should be soldered to 501-

Fig. 9. Component layout 01 the potmeter board.
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der pin A. On the switches board, connect
the wires directly to the relevant terminals
of switch 5201,
The boards are interconnected by lengths

of flatcable between terminals points A-F as
shown below.

A 5 cm 'long, 13-way; 2 ccnnectors.
B 5 cm long. 16-way; 2 connectors.
C, D 10 cm long. 13-way; 1 connector.
E 10 cm long, 17-way; 1 connector,
F 10 cm lang, 14-way; 1 connector.

The six lengths can be made from a 25 cm

COMPONENTS LIST

Pot meter board

Resistors:
Rl0l, R240, R505 = 560 Q
Rll = 10 kQ preset
R116, R117, R122, R126, R130, R131 =
10 kQ shift potmeter, mono, linear

Rl19 = 100 kQ
R120 = 27 kQ
R121 = 68 kQ
R123 = 820 kQ
R124 = 220 kQ
R125 = 680 kQ
R127= 180kQ
R128= 15kQ
R129, R230 = 56 kQ
R229, R432-R435, R466, R467 = 47 kQ
R231 = 100 Q
R232 = 10 kQ
R241, R242 = 1.2 kQ
R262-R264, R418, R419, R453, R454 =

1 kQ
R415, R430, R431 = 47 kQ, shift pot
meter, stereo,linear

R416, R451 = 1 MQ
R417, R452 = 100 kQ
R438 = 47 kQ shift potmeter, mono,
linear

R439-R441, R456, R457 = 47 kQ preset
R503, R504 = 100 kQ

Capacitors:
C142, C506, C508, C509, C513 =

100 nF, ceramic
C143-C146, C221 = 2.2 ~F, 16 V
C415, C447, C502 = 10 nF
C416, C448 = 100 nF
C427-C430, C503 = 1 ~F, 16 V

Semiconductors:
Dl0l-Dl04, D201-D204, D207,D208,
D401-D404, D505 = LED, 5 mm, red

D205, D206 = lN4148
IC102, IC503 = 4049
IC202 = 4040
IC203 = 4011
IC403, IC407 = 4001
IC408 = 4053

Miscellaneous

TA201, TA401, TA402, TA501 = push-
button switch
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AUDIO-VIDEO PROCESSOR TYPE AVP300 - PART 4

long, 32-way piece of flatcable: they are eas-
ily separated with a pair of scissors. Fcur of
the 'cables' are terminated into a connector
at only one end; their free ends should be
soldered to the track side of the potmeter
board. The connectors are press-on types
that can be fitted to the 'cables' by cJamping
them on to the cable in a vise.
TheconnectionsSI ""SI 303and SI 204-ST304

can be madewith lengthsofcircuit wire about
35 mm long. This is bestdone when the boards
are already interconneeted by flateable and
the intermediate board is 'hinged' upwards
as shown in Fig. 12.

Initial tests
Figure 12 shows the preferred positioning of
the boards for the first test and adjustments.
Flatcables E and F cannot yet be connected.
Make sure that tha t the 'hinged upwards'
intermediate board cannot touch theswitches
board.
When the power is switched on, the rele-

vant LED should light. With a voltmeter,
check the output voltage of the voltage reg-
ulator: negative to heat sink and positive to
the ptn furthest away from the transformet.
If the measured voltage differs more than
5% from the speeified one, there is a fau.1t some-
where. whieh must be rectified before fur-
ther work ean be done.
Next, replace the mains fuse by an amrneter

set to the 1 A a.c. range. With power on, the
meter should read 600-800 mA. lf the cur-
rent is appreciably higher, check the correct
operation ofTsol,
Correct reaction of the LEDs to the elee-

tronie switches indicates that the control slg-
nals to these switches are a11right. The LEDs
that indicate the video standard behave like
a running light: as long as no standard is rec-
ognized, the decoder continues scanning.

Adjustment
Although no special test equipment is re-
quired if opera tion on onl y one television stan-
dard is required (the test card received on a
TV receiver or video recorder is then suffi-
cient), a test pattern generator is required
for multi-standard operation. This genera-
tor should provide PAL, SECAM and NTSC
3.58 MHz signals. NTSC 4.43 MHz reguires
no adjustrnent, since that is incIuded in the
PAL calibration.
Connect a TV receiver with video Input,

or; preferably, RGB Inputs. to one of the out-
puts of the audio-video processor and apply
the test signal to one of the inputs, but not to
an S-VHS one.
Set a11potmeters in the video seetion on

the potrneter board to thecentreof thelr travel.
Set the switch at the extreme left of the

switches board (RGB out) in accordance with
the input of the used TV receiver (left =RGB;
right = CVBS). Set the other switches, start-
ing with the cne adjacent to the RGB out
switch as folIows: nght, left. right, nght, left.
If all is weil, the receiver should show

somesortof test pattern. Adjust Rt,16 (linesyn-
chronization] until the pieture is stable and

then set it to the eentre of the range over
which stabil.ity is obtained. The edges of the
picture are determined by the f1yback pulse.
Adjust the width of this pulse with R,;21 until
the picture is centred on thescreen.lfyouhave
an oscilloscope. this pulse may be rneasured
at pin 6 of IC602: ideally, it should be 12 us,
At the same time, check the shape of the
sandcastle pulse at pin 7 of 1C601.
U 811 is weil, the screen should now show

a good black-and-white picture; if not, there
is a fault that must be rectified before further
work can be done.
The chroma filter is best calibrated with a

SECAM signal (4.286 MHz), because its Q fac-
tor is then optimum. Connect pin 27 of IC 101
to the +12 V line (which sets the decoder to
SECAM) and apply a SECAM signal to one
of the Inputs. Adjust L202 for optimumcolour
reproduction (if a monitor with a composite
video Input is used, adjust L202 for optimum
quality). l.f an oscilloscope is available, ad-
just L202 for minimurrt amplitude of the sig-
nal at pin 15 of 1C101.lf only a PAL stgnal Is
available, connect pin 28 of IC )01 to the + 12 V
li.neand carry out the procedure as described.
Continuing with the SECAM signal, ad-

[ust LlO! until the red and blue in the pictu.re
have the same bnghmess. Then adjust the
receiver for a black-and-whlte picture and
setthegreyofthe pictureasdesi.red with R102.

lf an osciIloseope is available, adjust LIOl
until the level of the blaek signal at pin 3 of
leWl is the same as that of the sync signaL
Lastly, adjust R102until the level of the black
signal at pin 1 of ICIOl is the same as that of
the sync stgnal.
Remove the +12 V line frompin 27 ofiC 101

and connect it to pin 28 of this IC Also, strap
ST1o! to ST102' Connect an oscilloscope to
pin 1 or pin 3 of IC101, apply a PAL signal to
one of the inputs (not S-VHS), and adjust
C 116 until the drifting of the colours is a min-
imum.
Then, replace the PAL signal by an NTSC

3.58 MHz (also ca lied NTSC/M) signal. shift
the +12 V line from pin 27 to pin 26 of IC 101
and adjust Cjj- until the dnfting of thecolours
is a minimum.

1f an RGB receiver or monitor is used, the
screenshould now show a faultlesscolour ptc-
ture. If a CVBS signal had to be used, this
may not be so, because the encoder has not
yet been calibrated.
Remove the link between STlOl and ST102

and the +12 V line from pin 26 of IC101, and
set the RGB out switch to CVBS. Apply a
PAL signal to one of the Inputs and set C316
to the centre of the range over which the pic-
ture is incolour. Then, set the 4.43/3.58 MHz
switch to 3.58 MHz, apply an NTSC/M sig-
nal to one of the inputs and set C319 to the
centre of the range over which the picture is
in colour. Note that the band filters in the
encoder have already been calibrated dur-
ing manufacture.
Finally, adjust L203 and L204 (band-stop

filters) for rninimum cross-Iuminance inter-
ference.lfanoscilloscope is available, eonnect
it across R206and adjust these inductors until
the residue of the colour subcarrier on the
luminance signal is a minimum.
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Fig. 10. Component layout 01the mother board.

•
L .,

•

•
.J

Fig. 11. Component layout 01the switches board (Iell) and intermediate board.
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Assembly

Commence with assembling the upper part
of the enclosure, the front panel and the pot-

AUDIO-VIDEO PROCESSOR TYPE AVP300 - PART 4

meter board. Make sure that no parts of the
enclosure touchany componentson theboard.
Fasten the board to the upper half of the case
with six self-tapping screws. Ncxt, fit two

M4 bolts in the appropriate holes in the front
of the enclosure; da not tighten these tOD

much. Finally, fasten the front panel to the
board with seven insulated screws and one

COMPONENTS LIST

Mother board

Resistors:
Rl03 = 680 Q
Rl04, R220, R223, R259, R501 = 4.7 kQ
Rl05, Rl06, R219, R224, R256,R261,
R308, R333, R334, R338-R340, R425,
R601, R613, R615, R617-R620, R622
=10kQ

Rl07, auo = 3.3 kQ
Rl08, R210, R213, R301 = 18 kQ
Rl09, R243 = 6.8 kQ
Rl12= 1 MQ
Rll3-Rl15, R201-R205, R239, R247,

R305, R313, R317-R320 = 75 Q
Rl18, R255, R610 = 1.2 kQ
R132, R257,R322, R323, R328, R329,
R331, R332, R335-R337, R344,R612
= 1 kQ

R207, R208, R211,R212,R214, R215,
R251, R324, R326, R345 = 47 kQ

R209, R216, R260, R605 = 270 Q
R217, R218 = 39 kQ
R221, R222 = 330 Q
R225-R228, R233, R234, R244,R248,
R253 = 22 kQ

R235, R237, R254, R502 = 270 Q
R236, R606 = 2.7 kQ
R245, R246, R249, R250, R302 = 56 kQ
R252, R330 = 27 kQ
R258, R307, R311,R325,R327, R346,
R347 = 15 kQ

R303, R304, R309, R312 = 220 Q
R306 = 47 Q
R310, R625 = 8.2 kQ
R314-R316, R341-R343 = 1.8 kQ
R424, R611 = 100 kQ
R602= 1.5 kQ
R603 = 820 Q
R604 = 150 Q
R607 = 2.2 MQ
R608 =1.5 MQ
R609, R623 = 3.9 kQ
R614 = 82 kQ
R624 = 470 kQ
R626 = 820 kQ
Rl02 = 470 Q preset
R616, R621 = 25 kQ preset

Capacitors:
Cl0l, C147-C149, C234, C314, C504,
C507, C510, C512, C514, C515, C518,
C613 = 100 nF, ceramic

Cl02, Cl06 = 15 pF
Cl03-Cl05,C212,C213,C227,C302
= 150 pF

Cl07, Cl08, C122, C138, C307-C309,
C324-C328, C614 = 100 nF

Cl09, cn 0, C220 = 220 pF
cm, Cl12, C123, C607 =10 nF
Cl13, C121, C126, C127, C134 = 330 nF
C114, Cl15, C128-C133, C136, C137,
C139,C141 =22nF

C116, Cl17, C316, C319 = 2-40 pF
trimmer

Cl18, Cl19, C202, C207-C209, C304,
C610, C612 = 1 nF

C120 = 47 nF
C124, C301, C306, C317, C322, C323,

C505, C511 = 10 ~F, 16 V
C125 = 22 nF, ceramic
C135, C222-C226, C230 = 22 ~F, 16 V
C140, C606 =4.7 ~F, 16 V
C201, C203-C205, C601 = 47 ~F, 16 V
C210 = 2.2 pF
C211, C320 = 33 pF
C228 = 68 pF
C229 = 120 pF
C231 = 2.2 ~F, 16 V
C303, C31D-C313 = 470 ~LF,16 V
C315, C318 = 10 pF
C321, C517 = 100 IlF, 16 V
C329, C604 = 100 pF
C501 = 2200 ~F, 40 V
C602 = 470 nF
C603, C608 = 220 nF
C605 = 680 nF
C609 = 3.9 nF
C611 = 8.2 nF

Semiconductors:
D209-D217 = 1N4148
D501-D504, D506-D509 = 1N4001
ZD501 = zener, 5,6 V, 400 mW
ZD502 = zener. 6.8 V, 400 mW
T501 = BC327
T201-T212, T302-T304, T307, T308,
T401, T601 = BC548

T301, T305, T306 = BC558
IC10l = TDA4650
IC103 = TDA4660
IC104 = TDA3505
IC201, IC404 = 4052
IC301 = TPE1378A
IC302 = 4053
IC501 =7812
IC502 = 7805
IC601 = TDA 1180P
IC602, IC603 = 4528
IC604 =4070

Miscellaneous:
L101, L202-L204 = 10 IlH
L201 = 51 IlH
0101 = crystal 8.85724 MHz
0102 = crystal 7.15909 MHz
0301 = crystal 4.43 MHz
0302 = crystal 3.58 MHz
BFP301 = 3.58 MHz band-pass filter
BFP302 = 4.43 MHz band-pass filter
VZ10l = 330 ns delay line
VZ301 = 180 ns delay line
BU201, BU202 = 8CART socket for PCB

mounting
BU203 = 8-VH8 socket
BU204 = BNC socket
BU402-BU405 = audio socket
81501 = fuse holder and 800 mA fuse

8TL A, 5TL C, 8TL D = 13-way header fer
PCB mounting

8TL 1, 8TL B = 16-way header for PCB
mounting

Mains transformer 240 V to 15 V, 12 VA,
with integral mains cable

Flatcable and connecters (see text)
Heat sinks (2) fer IC501 and IC502

Intermediate board

Resistors:
R206 = 75 Q
R321 = 82 Q
R401-R403, R408-R410 = 47 kQ
R404, R411 = 3.3 kQ
R405, R412 = 100 kQ
R406, R413 = 12 kQ
R407, R414, R427,R428, R443-R445,
R447-R449 = 10 kQ

R42D-R423. R436, R437, R458, R459
=10 kQ

R442 = 2.2 kQ
R446, R450 = 47 kQ
R460, R461 = 56 kQ
R462, R463, R468, R469 = 470 kQ
R464, R465 = 120 Q

Capacitors:
C206 = 47 ~F, 16 V
C401, C404, C407, C408, C411, C414,

C454, C455 = 1 ~F, 16 V
C402, C406, C409, C413 = 100 pF
C403.C410,C449-C453,C458,C459
=10j.lF,16V

C405, C412, C456, C457 = 22 pF
C431 , C432 = 2,2 ~F, 16 V
C433, C434, C437, C438 = 56 nF
C435, C436 = 15 nF
C439 = 100 ~F, 16 V
C440, C516 = 100 nF, ceramic
C441, C442 = 4.7 ~F, 16 V
C443-C446 = 100 nF

Semiconductors:
BU205 = 8-way DIN socket
BU301, BU302 = 8CART socket for PCB

mounting
BU303 = 8-VH8 socket
BU401, BU410 = 3.5 mm stereo
jack socket

BU406-BU409 = audio socket
8TL A' = 13-way header for PCB mountlng
8TL B' = 16-way header fer PCB mounting
8TL E' = 17-way header for PCB mounting
8TL F' ~ 14-way header for PCB mounting

Switches board

Resistors:
R238 = 82 Q

Miscellaneous:
5201,8202, 8301-8304 = slide switch,

1 change-over contact
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metal one (for earth connectionj.If the board
bends even slightly, the M4 bolts are tOD

tight.
Fit the intermediate board to the mether

board with four bolts and spacers. Fit an
M4x30 bolt and a 25 Olm spacer to the centre
front of the mother board; an M4x35 bolt
and 30 rnm spacer to the centre nght of this
board; and two M4x40bol15and 35mmspacers
right at the back of the board. The rernaining
holes in the board can be ignored here: they
are intended for a posstble extension COl1-

nected to STL1. Fit the BNC socket to the
back panel and connect this to ST201 and
5T202 (earth) via two short lengths of circuit
wire.
Invert the enclosure so that its top rests

on the workbench and insert a centring rod
into each of the four fixing holes at the cor-
ners ofthe underside. Fittheassembled mether
board. intermediate board and rear panel to
the bottom of the enclosure with MS bolts,
nuts, washers and 60mm and 15 rum spacers
(as appropriate)-see Fig. 13. As soon as the
length of the flatcables allows, connect them
to the relevant board.
Next, fit the front panel+-after removing

the ring nuts from the jeck sockets. When
the front panel is seated firmly, fasten the
ring nuts back on to the sockets. Then, fit the
knobs to the potentiometers.
Finally, fasten the bottom of the encJosure

on to the four MS bolts with suitabJe wash-
ers and nuts, and fit four anti-slip feet. •

Fig. 12. With the prints hinged away trom each other, all calibration points are easily
accessible.

Fig. 13. The completed audio-video processor less tront panel and most ot the enclosure.
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I I
CURRENT -SENSE POWER MOSFETS

by J. Ruiters

Measuring a current without affecting the circuit in which that current is flowing is an ideal test
method. Current-sense power MOSFETs are available nowadays that, with the aid of additional
internal connections and output pins, enable that ideal to be approached. In these devices, a
separate circuit is created in which a small current flows that is directly proportional to the

much larger current flowing through the FET proper.

POWER FETs are rypified by the
drain current flowing more or

less vertieally through the chip as
may be seen in Fig, I.StrictJyspeak-
ing, this drawing shows two par-
allel-connected transistors; but for
clarity's sake only the area round
the gate is shown. In that area are
the ac tual drain and source con-
necrions, which are relatively large
to ensure good conduction of the
current tu and from the transistor.
Ifthe chip is composed ofpure,

doped silicon, the drain current
divides equally to the two transis-
tors. But even when the purity is
not quite 100%, the current di-
vides into two reasonably equal
parts. This property is used in the
eonstruetion of power FETs by
connecting not two, but hundreds
of transistors in parallel. How that
is done in HEXFETs is shown in
Fig. 4. The entire underside of the
resulting chip forms thedrain. The
borders between the individual tran-
sistors form the hexagonal gate,
which is insulated by silica(silican
oxide, Si02). The top of the chip
is covered with aluminium that
forms the source. Same power FETs
have a square instead of a hexag-
onal gate.
The structureoftheehip in Fig. 2

(whose eleetrieal equivalent is given
in Fig. 3) shows that the construc-
tion eauses several undesired by-
produets. One of these is capaci-
tanee Cgs• whose value is fairly
large: in current types of the order
of 1 nF or more. Another one is a
parasitic diode, Dds. between drain
and source, which, strictly speak-
ing, is an n-p-n transistor whose
base-ernitter junction is short-cir-
cuited by ihe aluminium of the
source. The diode consists of the
same areas as the FET ehannel, so
that Id(max) and Uds(max) apply to
it. That is, apower FET has an in-
tegral free-wheeling diode, which
is advantageous in the switching of
inductive loads. In sorne types,
the doping ofthe silicon is adapted
to rnaking the diode a fast recov-
ery type: the resulting transistor is

P.

~-++N.
P.

N-

DRAIN

SUBSTRATE

METAL

Fig. 1. Basic conslruclion 01apower MOSFET.

Fig. 2. Eleclrical slruclure 01apower MOSFET.
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Fig. 3. Equivalenl circuit diagram 01power MOSFET.

a FREDFET.

FET with current sensor
Since, as stated earlier, the current
through the power FET divides
into equal parts through the indi-
vidual transistors, each of ihese
tiny parts is a measure of the total
current. How that property can be
used in practice is shown in Fig. 5:
a number of the individual rran-
sistors are given aseparate source
conneetion, whieh is brought out
via current-sense pin C. This is ae-
cornplished by isolating a section
of'the aluminiutn layer from the rest,
resu Iting in. effecti vel y, 1wo power
FETs on one eh ip-see Fig. 6. The
ratio of the drain current current
to the sense current is, therefore,
determined by the ratio ofthe nurn-
ber of transistors that provides the
sense current and that wh ich pro-
vides the source current. Of course,
in praetice this may not be emirely
true owing to (tiny) unevenesses,
but, as long as the ratio is large,
the resulting error is very small.
To measure the drain eurrent by

means of the C-pin, it is irnportarn
that tbat pin has the same poten-
tial as the souree pin. Since that is
not so with an external source COIl-
neetion (andcertainly notwhen the
current is large), there is an inter-
nailink that is brought out via the
so-called Kelvin-source pin (K-pin).
A suitable cireuit for measuring

the eurrent whieh ensures that the
C-pin is held at souree potential is
shown in Fig. 9. Sinee the + input
of opamp Al is conneeted to the
souree of the FET via the K pin,
the inverting input will be at vir-
tualIy the same potential. Moreover,
Al is a currentlvoltage amplifier,
so that the measured current is con-
verted into a vol tage (because most
applications depend on a voltage
that is proportional to the rnea-
sured current). The eircuit also has
sorne drawbacks: it requires two
power sources and the output volt-
age is negative.

It is also possible to sim-
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ply convert the measured current into a volt-
age with theaidofa resistoras shown in Fig. 7.
The equivalent circuit of this setup is shown
in Fig. 8. There are three possible situations:

R\<<Rds(on)c;
Rt~Rds(on)c;
Rt»Rds(on)c.

The situation when R\=Rds(on)c is disad-
vantageous, because the effect of the tern-
perature on the division of current between
the sense branch and the power branch will
then be optirnally expressed in voltage VI'
Best results are achieved when R( is at least

lO times smaller than Rds(on)c. This has the
slight drawback that U, is also smaller, but
that can easily be rectified with a small am-
plifier. Ir an opamp is used whose output
can bedriven toearth potential, only one power
source will suffice.
When R, is large, the voltage across the

power section, rather than that caused by
the sense current across the resistor, is rnea-
sured. Unfortunately, the rempersture de-
pendence of Rds(on) is then reflected in UI'
However, cornpared with a standard power
FET, a current-sense FET has a slight ad-
vantage here: its sensor FET serves as a
switeh (provided, of course, that the power
FET is also switehed), and this isolates the
rneasuring circuit [Tom the power circuit at
the instant the transistor is switched off. In
that case, RI bccomes a puLl-down resistor.
In that way, the input of the measuring cir-
cuit is never connected to the, often high,
supply voltage 01' the power seetion. That is,
no special preventive measures are req uired.

Faster via the K pin
The switching behaviour of current-sense
FETs is improved by the Kelvin connection,
because the self-inductance ofthe source con-
nection can then be by-passed via the K pin.
In the usual circuit, where the gate voltage
is connected between gate and source-see
Fig. IO-the counter-e.m.f. (Ldi/dt) of this
sclf-inductance ensures thatthe effective gate
voltage is lowered. This reduces the switch-
ing speed. When the K connection is used
for the drive cireuit-see Fig. II-the self-
inductance of the source (through which a
large current flows that causes a large value
of di) is by-passed, The gate voltage is then
not reduced, so that the transistor can switch
faster. •

SOURCE

_AI
ESiO,

CillJSi.Ph

D,'.'-D ß- EPITAXIAL LAYER

~METAL

ß+ SUBSTRATE

GATE

Fig. 4. Apower FET consists 01 a great number 01 small FETs that are arranged in a
honeycomb or, simple, aseries ot squares.

D

G

c K s
920083-11

Fig. 5. Connecting a number 01 the constituent FETs separately creates a virtually loss-Iree measurement circuit.
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Maximum ratings (at 25° C) Typical ratings

Type Uds !d Pd UgS(Oll) Rds(on) !dl!e
Udc
(V) (A) (W) (V) (n)

IRC530 100 14 79 10 0.12 1465
IRC53 I 80 14 79 10 0.12 1465
IRC830 500 4.5 74 10 1.4 1520
IRC832 500 4 74 10 I.S 1520

BUK793-60A 60 20 75 10 0.07 1570
BUK795-60A 60 38 125 10 0.035 1645
BUK993-60A 60 18 75 5 0.08 1610
BUK995-60A 60 34 125 5 0.04 1665

o

KG

c s
920083-19

Fig. 6. Circuit symbol of a cur-
rent-sensepowerMOSFETcon-
structed as shown in Fig. 5.

S K RI

Table 1. Brief data of some current-sense FETs.
IRC = International Reetifier
BUK = Philips

PO"'"GROUND 920083-20
ANALOG
GAOUND

CURRENT-SENSE POWER MOSFETS

RoS(on)c = r x ROS(on)

s 920083-17

Fig. 7. How to eonvert the measured eurrent into a voltage with the aid of a re- Fig. 8. Equivalent eireuit of the setup in Fig. 8.
sistor. This is a less ace urate, but much simpler, method than that shown in
Fig.5.

Uoo + RETURN

'"

Fig. 9. The eurrent-sense pin is held at (virtually) the souree po-
tential with the aid of opamp A,.
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K K

920063-15
920083-16

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Beeause in a eurrent-sense FET (Fig. 11)
the drive voltage to the gate may be eonneeted in a different
manner from that in a eonventional power MOSFET (Fig. 10),
the eurrent-sense type has a higher switehing speed.
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CAN CONTROLLER AREA
NETWORK
ByAchim Raab

~J7"'~i~b---

•..

CAN (Controller Area Network) is an advanced serial
communication protocol, wh ich supports distributed real-time
control with very high noise immunity. CAN allows flexible
network configurations based on different types of
microprocessor and microcontroller. CANs are typically found
in the automotive and industrial environment.

WITH complex mechanical systems,
such as those in today's cars, the ul-

ti mate in safety can only be ensured by
electronic control of aJl sub-systems. The
need for safety and efficiency in motor ve-
hicles has boosted the importance of auto-
motive electronics. As most of you will be
aware, there is now electronics to control
fuel injection, gas emission, anti-lock
braking systems, power steering, and
much more.
The CAN bus is designed to rneet the

requirements of just about every mechani-
callelectronic contral systern Of sub-sys-
tem in a motor vehicle. It provides
high-speed comrnunication between elec-
tronie modules connected to a two-wire
bidirectional serial bus, to control each
sub-systern wirhin the vehicle. CAN pro-
vides tlexibility in that special-feature
modules can be added to a fixed set of
basic modules without reconfiguration of
any of the basic modules.

Designed to operate in an electrically
very noisy environment, a unique prop-
erty of the CAN protocol is its automatic
error-handling capability. Extensive simu-
lations revealed that less than one non-de-
tee ted eommunieation malfunction would
occur in several thousand cars during their
lifetime.

Aserial bus
The basic idea behind the CAN bus is
simple: each electrical load, sensor, actua-
tor, or cornbination of these, in the vehicle
is connected to a small computer module.
This represents a total break from the con-
eept of a central, computerized, control
connected to modules via a camp lex
wiring systern, The CAN protocol is based
on simple interconnection of rnodules via
a seria1 dataline, and lhus offers a tremen-
dous reduction of electrical wiring in a car
(it is not unusual for a typiealluxury class

car these days to have something like
2 km of wire 'on board', representing a
weight of more than 100 kg).
The simplest CAN implernentation is

one where all modules are interconnected
via the car chassis ('ground') and a single
dataline. Each CAN module has, in princi-
pie, a single supply wire to the generator
or battery, and is controlled locally by a
microprocessor or CAN controller (of
which several rypes are already available
from leading IC manufacturers such as
Intel and Philips Cornponents). These
controllers run dedicated software that
implements the CAN bus protocol.
Originally defined by Bosch in 1987, this
protocol has been recognized as extrernely
reliable in very noisy environments, and is
currently also used in many industrial
control systems .

CAN features
The CAN bus has provision for aso·
called rnultimaster structure, which may
be familiar from office communication
network systems such as Ethernet. Each
bus user (,node', or simply 'unit') is al-
lowed to start sending messages as soon
as the bus is free (CSMA; carrier sense
multiple access). In contrast 10 other bus
systems, such as, for instance, Token
Ring, bus users need not wait for pennis-
sion to starr transmitring.
A new aspeet of CAN is object-ori-

ented message transfer. Many other types
of bus sysiern, such as I2C, are based on
user addressing. In these systerns, each
bus user has its own, unique, address. If
unir 'A' wants to convey a rnessage to unit
'B', it transmits an information block that
eontains the address of 'B', and the actual
data. Unit 'B' only accepts da ta when it
recognizes its own address on the bus.
The CAN bus is based on a different

principle. The bus units da not receive ad-
dresses, but messages are provided with
an objeet identifier (Fig. I). In a measure-
ment system, for instance, eaeh measured
quantity (ternperature, voltage, engine
speed) may be assigned its own identifier,
which is transmitted along with the mea-
sured quantity. Each module connected to
the bus may receive and process this mea-
sured quantity, in as far as it is relevant to
its funetion in the vehicle. The object
identifier is an l l-bit word, which allows
up to 2.048 different objects to be used. In
practice, this number is reduced to 2,032
because sorne identifiers are reserved for
special functions.
A with any multi master bus system,

provision has to be made to prevent bus
collisions when two or rnore units find
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that the bus is free, and start to transmit.
The CAN protocol offers an efficient pri-
ority-oriented bus arbirration system, CA
(collision avoidance), to prevent data COf-

ruption owing to bus coUision.
The CAN protocol defines two differ-

ent bit levels on the bus: the dominant bit
level, and the recessive bit level. A domi-
nant bit level overwrites a recessive bit
level. These levels are easiest realized
with the aid of open-collector bus drivers
as shown in Fig. 2. A recessive bus level
is set up when all transistors are off (in-
puts A, B, C and 0 ar 0 V). If only one
transistor is switched on, the recessive bus
level is overwritten by a dominant bus
level. During the arbitration phase, the 11-
bit identifier is placed on the bus, bit-by-
bit, At the same time, the transmitter reads
back the bit state on the bus, and com-
pares it with the bit just sent, Ir the two bit
levels are different, the transmit operation
is imrnediately halted. In this way, bus
collisions are prevented. An example: let
us assume that uniis 'A' and 'B' start to
transmit simultaneously. Unit 'A' trans-
rnits an object with identifier
01100111001, and unit 'B' an object with
identifier 01110111001. Further, let us as-
sume that the dominant bus level is 'I'
(see Fig. 2). Units 'A' and 'B' each send
their first, second and third bit. Since the
bit levels are identical, neither unit will
detect an error when it reads back the bit
level on the bus. However, when the
fourth bit is put on the bus, unit 'A' de-
tects an error, because the recessive bit
transmitted by it is overwritten by the
dominant bit that originales from unit 'B'.
The result is that unit 'A' stops transmit-
ting, and unit '8' is allowed to cornplete
its transmission (note that the transistors
invert their drive signals),
The CA system has two advantages.

Firstly, the binary value of the identifier
allows units to be assigned different prior-
ity levels. When two bus units happen to
transmit simultaneously, the message
from the unit with the lowest identifier
value is transmitted first. The second ad-
vantage is that the message is not inter-
rupted. With other bus protoeols, both bus
units stop their transmission when a bus
collision occurs, and start random tirning
generators before attempting to convey
the message again. This system is referred
to as CO (collision deteet).
Given the large number of autornotive

control functions in a vehicle, it will be
clear that real-time communication is a
must. Henee, the speed of the CAN must
be as high as possible. In principle, the
speed of the CAN is limited by the propa-
gation delay in the bus wires, and that in
the bus drivers, only. Assuming that a
twisted wire pair is used, and the bus dri-
vers have a propagation delay of 100 ns, a
bit rate of I MBit s' can be achieved on a
bus with an effective length of 40 m. When
the bit rate is lowered, the maximum bus
length increases accordingly to 10,000 m.
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CAN - CONTROLLER AREA NETWORK

+
CANModute E

Oata

CANModule C

... CAN Module F

.... CAN Module G
Identifier
01110111001

CANModule B

CAN Module A

.... CAN Module H

CAN Module I

910158-11

Fig. 1. Contary to other bus systems based on individual device addressing, the CAN proto-
col ma~es use of so-ca lied object identifiers to ensure that messages reach the correct desti-
nation {i.e., module).

An object has room for data blocks
with a maximum of 8 data bytes each.
This rnay appear a relarively small num-
ber, but bear in mind that rhe CAN bus is
not intended to convey large quantities of
data. Normally, 8 bytes are more rhan
enough ro convey measurement values
and process states.
The effective data rate is an important

characterisuc when it comes to judging
the 'real' data speed on a bus systern. The
effective da ta rate is basically the ratio be-
tween the effective dat.a length and the
length of the complete rnessage block
(whose structure is discussed further on).
The ratio works out at a maximum of 57%
for the CAN bus. Given the short data
length, 57% is a relatively high value.
The CAN protocol does not. contain

specifications for the bus coupling hard-
ware or the wiring between the modules.
Oepending on the application, single-

A cB o
910158-12

Fig. 2. Open-collector bus drivers enable the
required bit levels to be provided in a simple
manner.

wire, two-wire, or fibre-optic links may
be used. In most cases, a twisted wire pair
is used in cornbination with bus coupling
hardware derived from the RS-485 stan-
dard.
Oata integrity is of the uunost impor-

tance In autornotive applications.
Powerful measures for error detection,
signalling arid self-checking are impfe-
mented in every CAN node. Only rhink of
what would happen if a glitch in the sys-
tem would switch the gearbox to reverse
with the car going at a comfortable
70 mph!
Protective measures like 15-bit CRC

(cyclic redundancy check), bit stuffing
and MSF (rnessage frame check) are im-
plemented in the CAN protocol, wh ich
achieves a total residual error probabiliry
smaller than 3x I05 for undetected cor-
rupted messages. This means that a maxi-
rnum of one corrupted bit goes by
unnoticed in a total of 33,000 bits, The
Harnming distance, HO, achieved by the
CAN protocol equals HD=6 (the
Hamming distance is a measure of systern
security). The system is capable of detect-
ing, reliably, up to five corrupted bits in a
rnessage, When one of the bus units de-
tects an error in a message, it transmits an
error frarne, wh ich signals all other bus
units to discard the corrupted rnessage.
This is done to ensure that all units re-
ceive the same, uncorrupted, message.
The error frame also serves to prompt the
originator of the corrupted message to re-
peat the message,

Frame types
The CAN protocol specifies two types of
message frame für the data exchange be-
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Fig. 3. The CAN protocol defines two types of message frames for the data exchange be-
tween modules. The data frame serves to convey the aetual data, while the remote frame
serves to request data trom other modules.

rween CAN Bades. The actual data are
conveyed via the 'data frame', while the
'rcrnote frame' serves to interrogate other
bus units. A bus unit acting as a receiver
for certain data can initiate the transmis-
sion of the respective data by its source
node by sending a rernote frame. The
structure of the two frarne types is shown
in Fig. 3. The start of the frame (type
'data' or 'remote' is marked by the start of
frame bit. All bus units are synchronized
on the falling (negative) edge of this bit.
The subsequent arbitration field contains
the previously discussed l l-bit identifier
and the RTR bit (rernote transmission re-
quest). RTR~O in a data frame, and
RTR= 1 in a remote frame.
The control field serves 10 convey the

length of the effective data in bytes (data
length code, DLC). Only the four lower-
order birs are used; the remaining two are
reserved for extensions. The control field
is ignored in a remote frame, since it does
not contain effective data in that case. The
actual (effective) data follow the control
field (there is no data field in a remote
frame), and can be up to cight bytes long.
The CRC field contains the 15-bit CRC

checksum and a CRC delirniter, which is a
single recessive bit that serves to give the
receiver time to process the CRC. The
CRC is computed using all previous bits
in the message frame. The frame is fin-
ished with the acknowledge (ACK) field
and the end-of-rnessage field. The ACK
field is two bits long, and contains the
ACK slot and the ACK delimiter. During
the ACK field the transmitting unir sends
to recessive bits. All receivers that have
received a valid message correctly, report
this to the transmitter by sending a domi-
nant bit during the ACK slot. The end of
frame field, finally, consists of seven re-
cessive bits.
Data franies and remote frames are

separated from preceding frames by a bit
field called interframe space, which has a
minimum length of three bits.
In addition to the data frame and the re-

mote frame, there are two other frame
types, wh ich are not directly related to the
transmission of data. Anode that requires
rnore processing time can issue an over-
load frame, which causes other bus units
to delay the transmission of the next data
frame or remote frame. The function of
the fourth frame type, the error frame, was
discussed earlier.

CAN on ICs
The availability of inexpensive integrated
circuits that irnplernent the full CAN pro-
tocol on their own has contributed signifi-
cantly to the interest in the CAN bus. As
this article is written, there are two CAN
controllers on the market: the 82526 from
Intel, and the PCA82C200 from Phifips
Components. Both les are designed ro in-
terface to a microcontroller. Depending
on the application, the 82526, which is
designated 'full-CAN-controller' is capa-
ble of storing and processing between 5
and 18 CAN messages. By contrast, the
82C200 has onJy two receive buffers and
olle transmit buffer. The main data of the
two JCs are listed in Tables land 2.
The block diagram of the 82C200 is

shown in Fig. 4. At the right of the draw-
ing we find the CAN bus connections.
RXO and RX I are differential inputs for
the received data. TXO and TX I are trans-
mitter data outputs. Software is used to
define TXO and TX I either as open-drain,
open-source, or complementary (invert-
ing/non-inverting) outputs. The actual in-
terface to the bus, however, requires a
further driver circuit - usually some kind
of RS-485 circuit.
The microcontroller interface of the

82C200 is shown to the left of the block
diagram. Depending on the level applied
to the 'mode' input, the controller may be
connected directly to an 805J compatible
processor (modee.' I '), 01' a Motorola
processor (mode~'O'). The XTALI and
XTAL2 terminals are connected to a
quartz crystal or to an external clock

source. The typical clock frequency is
16MHz.
The 82C200 contains a total of 32 reg-

isters (status, conrrol and data), which can
be accessed by the microcontroller it is
linked to. The CAN bit rate (wh ich is not
fixed), the mode of the transmitter data
outputs, and the interrupt behaviour of the
controller are programmed via the status
and control registers. Ta transmit a rnes-
sage, all relevant information in it, i.e.,
identifier, rernote frame bit, data length,
and, of course, the effective data, is writ-
ten into the corresponding registers. When
everything is ready to go, the transmission
is triggered by setting a certain control bit.
Everything else is handled by the con-
troller itself.
By programming the so-called accep-

tance filter in the 82C200, the controller
can be rnade to res pond to messages with
certain identifiers only. This allows all
other messages, i.e., the ones which are ir-
relevant Ior the particular node, to be fil-
iered out.
Only those messages that pass through

the acceptance filter are stored in one of
the two receive buffers. On reception of a
message, a status bit is set, and an inter-
rupt is generated (if so programmed).
Next, the microprocessor can read the re-
ceived data.

Tea leaves
At the present level of CAN technology,
each node requires a microcontroller with

lable 1_
Intel 82526 CAN bus controller

.2,032 different identifiers
• data rate up to 1 Mbit So,
• Programmable-mode transmit
data outputs

• Supply current 22 mA typ.
• Supply voltage 5 V
• Simple interface to 8051-
family microcontrollers

• 44-pin PLCC package
• two 8-bit ports

lable 2_
Philips Components 82C200 CAN
bus controller

.2,032 different identifiers
• data rate up to 1 Mbit So,
• Programmable-mode transmit
data outputs

• Supply current 15 mA typ.
• Supply voltage 5 V
• Simple interface to Intel and
Motorola processors

• DIL-28 or S028 package
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Fig.4. Block diagram of the 82C200 CAN controller (courtesy Philips Components),

a program memory, a CAN controller and
a bus driver. An intelligent sensor Cf actu-
ator, however, in addition requires an A-
to-D or D-to-A converter, respectively.
Philips have announced a new CAN mi-
eroeontroller, the 80C592, that should re-
duce the CAN node hardware layout
considerably. Apart from the (application-
dependent) bus drivers, this IC contains
just about everything required to build an
extremely compact CAN node interface.
On board the 80C592 are
- an 8-channel IO-bit A-to-D converter;
- a reference voltage source;
- two PWM outputs;
- a complete CAN controller;
- a serial interface (RS232);
- 512 bytes ofRAM;
- three 16-bit tirners/counters;
- five bidirectionaI 8-bit ports;
- a watchdog;
- optionally: 16 Kbyte of ROM or EPROM.

This controller allows car manufacturers
to realize compact, reliable and inexpen-
sive CAN nodes using a minimum amount
of hardware.
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Conclusion Architectural Overview, Intel Corp.,
January 1988.

The CAN bus is remarkable for its sim-
plicity, reliability and high error imrnu-
nity. CAN is supported by Obignames' in
the car industry, automotive electronics
industry and electronics industry: BMW,
Daimler Benz, Bosch, Philips
Componenls and Intel. The prospects of
widespread use of CAN are very good, not
only in the car industry, but also in the
measurement and control field. •

* Philips Components, Division of Philips
GmbH, Burchhardstrasse 19, 2000
Hamburg I, Germany. Telephone: +4940
3296-683.

Sourees I for further reading:
1 CAN specification Version 1.2, Phillips
Components (Division Hamburg,
Germany *) September 1990.
2, PCA82C200 Stand-alone CAN con-
troller. Philips Components Doe. no.
PS 025.
3. CAN Features and Product Details.
Philips Components Doc. no. PS 025.
4. 83C952/80C952/97C952 Target Device
Speeification 1990 ver. 2.0. Philips
Cornponents, August 1990.
5. 82526 Control Area Network Chip
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REPLACE YOUR PAGING SYSTEM WITH A HIGH POWERED
INTERCOM

By Charles Kitehin (Analog Deviees Ine .• USA)

A cursory look through an electronics supplier's catalog quickly
reveals that, although there are many commercially available paging

systems, high power paging systems which also function as
intercoms are virtually non existent. Businesses, factories, noisy

industrial environments, and summer camps are just a few examples
of where just such a system is needed. The ability to page over a
wide area, using a large number of remote speakers, while also

having the ability to listen to any one (or all) of the areas covered by
these speakers, makes this type of system extremely useful.

UNLlKEthe common paging system, an
intercom provides two-way communi-

cations - through its master station it can
both 'talk' and "listen" to individual remote
stations or zones of stations. The master can
keep in touch with many different work sta-
tions widely isolated frorn one another, thus
allowing centralized conrrol and communi-
cation over large areas. This can be more
than simply a matter of convenience. Since
the master station can be readily called in an
emergency, lives may be saved.
In the 'talk' mode, an intercom provides

the usual paging function. In the 'listen'
mode, it can monitor any or a11of the stat-
ions. With a multi-station intercom systcm.
normal standby mode has the master station
(or office) listerung to a11the stations, any of
which can then call the office individually if
necessary. Once a remote station has alerted
the master station (by yelling at the loud-
speaker), the master ean switch over and
communicate with that one station alone.
With any inrercom system, special atten-

tion is needed to ensure that the system can
adequately monitor the remote stations
underconditions of strongelectrical noise. In
general, the larger the total number of sta-
tions in the system and the greater their dis-
tance from the master station, the weaker the
signal level and the greater the dilficulty in
discerning a signal out of the background
noise.lt is usual1y necessary to use shielded
interconnect wiring between stations and to
employ an instrumentation amplifier in the
listen circuitry of the master station to cancel

out as much noise as possible.
Equally important is the type 01 public

address speakers used. The physical size of
the speaker horn directly affects the sensitiv-
ity of the system: the larger the hom, the
greater the speaker output both as a speaker
and when used as a microphone. Public ad-
dress speakers with 12" diameter or larger
horns are well suited for intercom work;
smaller speakers, such as the common 5"
horn variety work weIl as paging speakers
but are generally poor when used as micro-
phones in the listen mode. The 12"speakers,
with their larger horns, provide a great deal
of acoustical gain when used as rrucro-
phones. Note that. regardJess 01 type, the
metal frames of the speakers need to be
grounded to minimize noise pickup.

Circuit operation
Figure 1 is a schematic of the main portion of
a practicaI high powered intercom system.
Th.is particular intercom has survived over
three years use, controlling the operations of
a 200-acre summer camp. It still Junctions
perleetIy despite being operated 18 hours a
day duringperiods of blistering heat and oc-
casional thunder and lightning storms. Note
that. unlike some intercoms, no power or
electronic ctrcuttry is required to opera te the
remote units, they are simply public address
horn loudspeakers which function both as
speaker and microphone.
The system has four main subseetions:

the 'Iisten' seetion for mcnitoring the remote

stations; the 'talk' section for public address
to page through all the remotes, or to talk to
them individually. A third subseetion func-
tions to select, via relays and switches, which
speakers will be connected to the system at
any given time. Pinally. the power supply
seetion supplies the correct voItages to
power the various active devices.

'Listen' or monitoring seetion
The 'Iisten' seetion consists of only two am-
plifiers: an AD524 instrumentation amplifier
(lA) and a 'bullet-proof' lO-watt power
opamp, the LM675. The AD524 lA eaneels
any signals which are common-mode (i.e.,
the same on both speaker wires], yet am-
plifies signals which are differential (i.e., not
the same on both speaker wires). Since noise
is random, it is mostly common mode and
will be caneelled; the signal, however, is ap-
plied aeross the wires (diflerentiaJJy) and
will be amplified. Since the common mode
rejeetion of this amplifier is around 80 dB,
the noise (theoretieally) should be redueed
10,000 times. In reality, though, not all noise
is common-mode, yet the improvement in
signal to noise is stiJl dramatic. Note that
grounding either of the speaker lines (not the
shield but the lines) removes a11common-
mode cancellation. Therefore, care should be
taken when adding new speakers and lines
that they be eonneeted properly. The AD524
has two resistors between each of its inputs
and ground, whlch provide a DC ground re-
turn in the event that a11speaker switches are
shut off. The two capacitors connected in
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Fig. 2b. Schematic of the as-watt power amplifier.

parallel with the resistors serve to roll-off
some of the high frequency noise and also
make the system far less susceptible to radio
frequency (RF) interferenee. The low pass fil-
ter at the output of the AD524 serves the
same purpose.
The output of the in-amp connects to a

"listen' volurne control and frorn there to an
LM675 power opamp. The output of the
LM675 connects through a capacitor to a

small (4") 'Iisten' speaker. The LM675 has no
extra proteenon. other than through its sup-
plles. since it is widely considered to be a
'bum-out-proof" arnplifier.

The "talk" or paging section
In the 'talk' section, Ie1, an AD74310w noise
opamp operating at a gain of 140, serves as
the microphone preamplifier. Thisraises the
5-10 mV microphone output level to ap·

proximately 1 V. Mixer amplifier IC2aallows
either the amplified microphone output or a
high level (05 V to 1 V) music input to be
broadcast over the system. Output driver
amplifier IC2b provides additional gain so
that there is arnple voltage to drive the
power arnplifier to its full output level, if
desired. Note that a11 three of these oper-
ational arnplifiers are used cnly for the pag-
ing or 'Talk' function.

The power amplifier
In this design, the power amplifier, which
drives the intercom speakers located
throughout the system, may be any physi-
eally smaU amplifier capable of delivering 20
watts or more. One alternative to building
the power amplifier would be to use a 40·
watt VMOS power module. Using the mo-
dule will greatly simplify construction, but
will add about $50.00 to the total circuit cost.
Two 'honte brew' power amplifiers will be
discussed next.
The performance of a monolithic IC

power amplifier may be greatly improved
by placing it within the feedback loop of an
operational amplifier (opamp). This compo-
siteamplifier will then have both the low dis-
tornon. low offset performance of the
precision op-amp and the high current driv-
ing eapability of the Je power amplifier.
The simple composite arnplifier circuit of

Fig. 2a deli vers 20 watts r.m.s. into an 8·Q
load with a total harmonie distortion (THD)
of less than 0.003% and a maximum offset
voltage of 1 mV or less. In this circuit, an
LM1875 power oparnp is connected inside
the feedback loop of an AD711 precision
BiFET.
Since they are operafing within the same

loop. a phase lead network, consisting of ca-
pacitor Ct and resistors R3 and R4, provides
the necessary compensation to stabilize the
response of the A0711 and the LM1875.
The H1, 0.2-~F R-C damper network

shown between the LM1875's output and
ground is necessary if the amplifier is driv-
ing an inductive load such as a loudspeaker.
For simple resistive loads, the network may
be omitted.
Note that if apower arnplifier with a

single-ended output is used (in this case
either the simple 20-watt amp or the com-
mercial VMOS rnodule). pin 7 01 the
talk/listen relay should be grounded and
only one output luse and !use holder are
needed.
A second circuit. that of Fig. 2b, operates

at an overall gain of 60 end provides 35 watts
r.m.s.into 8 11with less than 0.0035% THD at
1 kHz. The circuit consists of two non-invert-
ing composite amplifiers, 'A' and 'B', in a
bridge or differential output connection.
Amplifier 'C' is a d.c. servo amplifier that
nulls-out any d.c. voltage appeartng across
the load by making the d.c. offset of the two
amplifiers equal.
Amplifier '0' inverts the input signal 180

times so that the output of amplifier 'B' is
non-inverting with respect to the circuit's
input. The low input impedanee of a high
gain inverting composite amplifier makes it
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8,000 times. The zone switch contacts are connected in parallel with the speaker switch
contacts in each zone. Since there are two speaker switching poles in each speaker switch,
switching all five speakers in each zone requires ten poles as shown. One of the two
remaining poles is used to switch on all the speaker lamps in each zone.

difficult to drive. This is why two non-invert-
ing composites were used, with one of them
driven with a simple op-amp inverter.

An analog VU meter monitors the output
level delivered by the power arnplifier. A
potentiometer located on the back top panel
of the intercom sets the meter sensitivity.
Eight diodes and one resistor protect the
meter from overloads and frorn the power-
down surge of the power amplifier.

"Talk/Listen' function selection
As shown in the sehematic of Pig. 1, a 12-V
relay switches the intercom from its normal
'listen' function to its 'talk' mode. Note that
contacts 8,11 and 9 select whether or not the
input to the power amplifier is to be driven
or grounded. Contacts 5, 6, 7, 4, 1 and 3
switch the speakers from the input of the
'Iisten' seelion (the JA) to the output of the
'talk' seetion (the power amplifier). The relay
allows two switches to be used: a 'push to
talk' and a 'music normal'. Of course, both
swltches perform exactly the same function
but one of them is a momentary contact,
while the other is anormal toggle switch.
Apart from the convenience of allowing
music to be played, having two switches
which serve the same function greatly in-
creases system reliability. The switches are
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extensively protected byMOVs (metal oxide
varistors),

Remote station speaker switches
Figure 3 shows how the remote speaker
switches are wired. Note that the contacts of
the zone switches are wired in parallel with
the contacts of the individual speaker swit-
ches. The zone switches are highly reliable
12-pole relay switches whose construction is
similar to that of a telephone lever switch.

Power supply secfion
The final seetion is the power supply. To
(help) protect against lightning, the a.c.
power !ine is both fuse (1 Amp slow) and
MOV protected. Two power transformers
are used: a multi-winding trans former and
one with a stngle winding. A 48-V center-
tapped winding on the multi-winding trans-
former connects to a large (10-A/lOOO-V)
bridge rectifier. The + and - outputs of the
bridge, which here is functioning as two full
wave rectifiers, are applied to filter capaci-
tors through small series resistors (these re-
sistors limit the Initial turn-on current
through the capacitors and thus protect the
bndge reclifier).

The ±25-V outputs power the power ampli-

A HIGH-POWER INTERCOM SYSTEM

fier. Each 25- V power supply also has its
own 15-V supply system consisting of a
series 15-V regulator. The ±15-V outputs
power the opamps, the in-amp, the LM675
listen amplifier, and the opamps in the com-
posite power amplifier.

A second bridge rectifier (this time ac-
tuaUy operating as a bridge) is fed by !wo
series-connected 6.3- V filament trans formers
(only one half of the second transformer is
used). Their 9-V a.c. output feeds a second
bridge rectifier whose output is filtered by a
2,000 ~ capacitor. Because its value is sub-
stantially less than that of the main filter ca-
pacitors, there is no need for a surge
proteetion resistor. The 12-V output powers
a11 the speeker !ine lamps and the 12-V
talk/listen relay.

Intercom operation
This intercom system has been specifically
designed to be as 'fail safe' as possible. The
front panel switchi.ng uses standard toggle
switches rather than the usual (and unre-
liable) ganged push button switches. The
system is divided into two different 'zones'.
This was done for two reasons: two zones
aJlow pagi.ng half the stations rather than the
entire system at one time. Also, the cost and
complexity of an "all speakers' on/ off switch
was prohibitive. Note that, in all cases, indi-
cator lamps show which speakers are being
listened to (or being talked to).

Figure 4 shows the location and function
of the intercom's controls. On the top panel
there are two knobs, an output meter, and
the main power switch. The left control sets
the 'Iisten' volume; this should be set at a
comfortable listening level. When different
speakers are selected. this control will need
to be moved up or down somewhat to main-
tain the same volume. Note that, unlike the
previous system, the listen control does not
affect the 'talk' volume in any way.

The knob to the right of the 'Iisten' control
is the 'talk' volume control. This sets the out-
put level applied to the speakers when the
push-to-talk button is pushed - the output
level meter to the nght of the control indi-
cates this level. When 'talking', the talk level
control should be sct about mid-position,
and the operator of the intercom should
watch the output level meter when speak-
ing. The operator should adjust his (or her)
distance from the microphone (or ta.lk softer
or louder) to keep the average output level
about mid-scale on the meter. Note that if the
level is too high (i.e., the meter reading is
mostly in the red zone on the rightsideofthe
meter) the speaker volume will be too loud
and probably will be distorred as well.
Speaking too softly (very little or no indica-
tion on the meter) means that YOlli trans-
mission will not be heard. The power on/ off
switch turns on or shuts off all power to the
intercom.

Remote station selection
The next area to explain concems the swit-
ehes and lights located on the sloping front
panel. As Fig. 3 shows, in this system, there
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Fig. 4. Intercom front panel controls.

are 10 speaker switches numbered 1 to 10,
tWQ 'zone' switches labeled 'zone A' and
'zone B', a push to talk switch, and a 110r-
mal/music switch. There are also 10 speaker
indicator lights and one large, red "talk"
light.

Each speaker switch controls olle speaker
line which rnay have one, or several,

speakers connected to it. The speaker indica-
tor hghts show which speeker lines have
been switched on. Note that there are five
switches on the top row (switch numbers 1
through 5) and another five on the bottom
row (switches 6 through 10)_ Switching on
zone switch 'A' is exactly the same as turning
on speaker line switches 1 through 5; Iike-

Meter
Sensitivity•

Power
Fuse

(9 Microphone
Input Jack

Heatsink for
Power Arnplifier Music Input

Jacks
Ground

IT11IIII1
Output
Fuses E) 0••~-~~~~0000000000000
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connection.

Each ofthe 10
remote station
linesis
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strip as shown. / /

Shielded Wires
(2 per speaker) 920087-16

Fig. 5. Intercom back panel connections.

wise, switching on zone switch 'B' is exactly
the same as turning on speaker line switches
6 through 10. Switching on both zone swit-
ches will turn on all the speaker switches in
thesystem.

A nice feature of this system is that when
a zone switch is turned on, all the speaker in-
dicator lights in that zone will go on as well,
indicating that it has switched on these
speakers. Note that, because they switch on
the same speakers. the zone switches may be
used if one or more of the speaker line swit-
ches fails. Ort if 1of the zone switches fails to
werk, the five speaker line switches can be
turned on simultaneously to perform the
same function.

Through the use of a relay, the push to
talk switch 'rewires' or ehanges the intercom
from a listening station to a high power pub-
Jic address (PA) system. The red talk light in-
dicates that you are now paging one or more
speakers at a time. Just as with listening. the
speaker line switches (and zone switches) se-
leet which speakers have been selected. The
normal/ musie switch is electrically identical
to the push to talk switeh except that it is the
type of switch that stays on or off - this
allows you to play music over the intercom
(you could sit there holding your finger on
the push to talk switch, but most people have
better things to da with their time).

Again, if the push to talk switch fails, the
normal music switch may be used in its place
until repairs are made.
Note that each speaker is (a.nd must be)

equipped with a '25-volt' line transformer;
this increases the speaker's 8-0: impedance
to around 159 Q (depending on which trans--
former tap is used). Note, however, that if
even one speaker is connected without a
transformer, the whole system will fail to
work (because almost all the power will go
into that one 8-0: speaker).

On the back panel
Figure 5 shows the recommended back
panel connections to the intercom. Note that
shielded wire is reeommended for connect-
ing the remote speakers to the master station;
the sluelding hel ps to reduce hum and noise
when the intercom is used in the 'listen'
mode. •
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AN ANTENNA EVALUATION AND
SPARE HF TRANSMITTER

This transmitter was designed to provide a frequency-stable, near-fool-
proof, RF power source for use in the initial design of new types of

comparatively narrow-band compacted resonant antennas, such as small
tuned transmitting loops.

Asecondary, and important, considera-
Monwas that it could be used, as nec-

essary, as a spare transmitter and for
holiday use, all of which would automati-
cally follow if the primary design require-
ments were met.

The target specification
The requirements the transmitter wou1d
have 10 meet are:
(1) Utmost trouble-free reliability, and, in
the unlikely event of trouble, this should
be correctable in a minute or so.
(2) Absolute frequency stability.
(3) Power. capability of up to 15 watts
input to the power ampl ifier stage.
(4) The ability to cope with abuse, in the
event of high SWRs often met in the early
d~ign stages of small tuned loop anten-
nas, or other experimental designs.
(5) A highly frequency-stable 'on the air'
transmitter as aspare, and for possible
holiday use.
(6) Construction such that it can be heavily
modified for other appltcatlons. at a future
date.

Design philosophy
Some eyebrows may be raised by the use
of valves. However, the very simple rea-
son for their being used here is that they
were the best for the job in hand. When the
transistor was first lntroduced, it opened
the way to a new era in transrnitter cir-
cuirry. The author happily went along
with this, and has used transistors exten-
sively. However, the valve has not been
forgotten, and many hybrid (i.e., transis-
tor-valve) and all-valve circuits have been
built depending on the need. After oll,
valves are still plentiful, relatively inex-
pensive, and still manufactured. So, why
subscribe to the apparent present-day
mythology that the use of semiconductors
Is man da tory? These days. a so-called
'simple' transmitter design with 5 or so
watts of output power may well use be-
tween 50 and 100 components, excluding
power supply. Submit its power amplifier
stage to a very high SWR, and the odds are
pretty high that it will be damaged, with
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Fig. 1. The test transmitter is a simple two-valve design. A quartz crystal is used to ensure a
stable output frequency in the SO-mamateur radio band.

the tedious job of faultfinding, and extract-
ing and replacing a semiconductor. This
kind of werk is complicated further by the
fact that everything is crammed into a
small space on a printed circuit board.
In the present transmitter design, a

small number of components is used, and
the power amplifier will withstand over-
Joading and other abuse, e.g, a high an-
tenna .sWR (standing-wave ratio). A
replacement valve can be plugged in in a

minute or so, which is absolutely ideal in
the early stages of the design of resonant
smallloop antennas, etc.

The transmitter circuit
The transrni tter circuit consists of a crystal
oscillator. apower amplifier and a few as-
sociated components - see Ptg. 1. The
crystal oscillator stage ts based on an EF80
high-mu RF pentode. VI, in a simple
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Pierce/Colpitts circuit. The 6F19 could be
used as an alternative for the EF80. Apart
from the well-known quartz frequency
stability, an extra refinement is a regulated
HT (high tension) of 150 V d.e. applied to
the crystal oscillator.
The power amplifier uses a 6BW6 beam

pentode, V2.Both valves are well-tried, re-
liable types. Ceramic or teflon (PTFE) type
B9A ('noval') valve bases should be used
with VI and V2. A conventional pi-filter,
VCI-VC2-Ll, is used to match the PA to 50-
75 n impedance coaxial feedline to the an-
tenna or ATU (antenna tuning unit). The
PA is cathode-keyed with adequate dick
suppression. The circuit shows a lOO-mA
milli-ammeter in the anode circuit to facil-
itate tuning and loading. The meter is also
useful for ca1culating the input power (in
watts) by multiplying the anode current
with the HT anöde voltage.
VCI and VC2 are good-quality air-

spaced receiver type U-frame variable ca-
pacitors. VC2 is a 2-gang x 365-pF type,
and VC, a single-gang 365-pF type. All re-
sistors are O.S-watt rating unless otherwise
indicated. All capacitors are 3S0-V work-
ing voltage unless otherwise indicated.
Type FT243 (ex-surplus) plug-in quartz

crystals were used in the prototype, with a
socket on the front panel for easy fre-
quency change. Other types of crystal
could be used, such as HC6/U, HC18/U,
HC23/U, etc.
The use of the prototype was restricted

to the 3,500 kHz to 3,800 kHz amateur
radio seetion of the BO-m band, using 3.5-
MHz band crystals, and LI Is wound for
this band. Note that the BO-rnband is ex-
tended to 4,000 kHz in some countries.
However, a simple modification to LI can
make it usable on the 7-MHz (40-m) and
14-MHz (20-rn) amateur radio bands.
More about this further on.
The voltage requirements of the trans-

mitter are 150 V d.e. (preferably regulated)
to Vt, and anything between 200 V d.e.
and 300 V d.e. for V2.On the prototype, a
HT of 270 V is used on V2, which can be
loaded to a maximum of 16 watts at this
voltage. Normally. however, it is run at a
lower power.
5witch 52 (in-built in the AC P5U cir-

cuit) is the standby /transmit switch.
When 52 is open, the HT to the transmitter
is off. When 52 is closed, with the morse
key open, the HT is only applied to the
crystal oscillator, Vt, providing a small
non-radiaring signal which can be 'fre-
quency-netted' on the receiver. Pressing
(closing) the morse key effectively applies
HT voltage to V2, thus actuating the power
amplifier and transmitter output. The CW
(continuous wave or 'morse') signal pro-
duced by the transmitter is very clean and
frequency stable.

Transmitter construction
The transmitter was built into an existing
simple metal box 6X inch wide, 3~ inch
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300V
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, 6.JV
1.5A

6.JV
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram of the transmitter power supply.

high and 4 inch deep (approx.
165x95xl00 mm). The box size is not at all
critical, provided it is not smalJer. The box
lid is used as the front panel, end fitted
with a simple alurninium chassis, as illus-
trated. The layout of the main components
is as shown, and should be adhered to,
even if a larger box is used. The top of the
box should have ventilation holes drilJed
into it. The lower rear of the case (just
above chassis level) should also have a
ventilation slot or holes. This cooling sys-
tem works like the domestic in-room con-
vector heater. As hot air passes through
the top ventilation holes, cold air is sucked
into the bottom holes at the bottom rear,
thus producing a flow of cold air over the
valves.
The resistors and capacitors are readily

soldered between the main components'
solder tags. Decoupling capacitors should
be earthed to the chassis with the shortest
leads possible. In practice, this method is
more advantageous than a printed circuit
board, since the cornponents are weil
spaced. Cleerly. this facili tates quick re-
pairs, as well as drastic modifications, at a
later date.
Inductor L1 and choke RFC2 are home

constructed. L1 consists of 35 turns of
245WG (25AWG, approx. 0.6 mm dia.)
enamelled cop per wire wound on a lX-
inch (38-mm) length of I-inch (25 mm) di-
ameter plastic tubing, with a spacing of a
wire between the turns. The inductor is
stood off the chassis, ustng %-inch (approx.
19 mm) long insulated spacers at each end.
RFC2 is a simple anti-parasitic choke,

and consists of 7 turns of PVC -covered
hook-up wire. Tt was wound on an old Erie

IO-MO: carbon resistor. A piece of 0.25-
inch (6-rnm) diameter insulated rod could
be used as an alternative. RFCl is anormal
2.5-mH choke capable of carrying 100 mA.
Although VCI is specified as a 365-pF

single-gang variable capacitor, it was
found that this was difficult to find, so one
section of a 2-gang x 36S pF was used,
with one section not connected.
The jack socket, K, is a 3.5-mm type to

match the plug on the author's Junkers
morse key. A 6-mm socket could be used
to match other types. The coaxial output
socket at junction Ll-VC2 can be of any
style to suit individual needs.
The valve pin numbers shown in the

circuit diagram are 'bottom view' num-
bers, moving clockwise from the gap in
the sockets. On most socket types, these
numbers are already marked on the base.
The 6.3-V a.c. filament supply is rated

at a minimum of 1.5 A.

Power supply unit
The following external voltage supplies
are required by the transmitter:

1). HT 150 V at 10 mA, preferably (not es-
sentially) stabilized.
2). HT 270 V at 90 mA minimum.
3).6.3 V a.e. at 1.5A minimum.

It is possible that a suitable AC power sup-
ply already exists, or can be purchased as
a 'surplus' item. The voltage stabilizer, an
OA2, and its series resistor, can easily be
built into such a unit. as can
transmit/standby switch 52.
The circuit diagram of the P5U used by
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Fig. 3. Suggested component placement on the transmitter chassis and front panel.

the author is given in Pig. 3. lt consists es-
sentiaUy of a mains transformer, Tr, a full-
wave rectifier (an EZ81 valve), and a
smoothing section formed by tWQ 450-V
electrolytic capacitors and a lO-H choke. A
Type OA2 voltage stabilizer is used to pro-
vide the ISO V regulated HT lor the crystal
oscillator. Stabilization is used here to fur-
ther improve the frequency stabllity of the
oscillator. Both the EZ81 and the OA2 are
litted in B9Abases. The outputs 01the PSU
should be terminated with sockets (NOT
plugs). that receive plugs termlnating a
short interconnecting cable frorn the trans-
mitter. The authors PSU is built into a
metal ease 8~ inch wide, 4%inch high and
6 inch deep (approx. 22x12x15 cm). Again,
this size is not mandatory.

Transmitter testing and
operation
A 3.5-MHz band crystal is plugged into
the front panel crystal socket. A 15-W
(minimum) 50-Q dummy load is con-
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nected to the antenna output socket.
Switch 52 is set to the 'standby' position

(i.e., 'open'). The mains is switched Oll,

and an initial warm-up per iod of about
I minute should be allowed. Check the HT
with a suitable voltmeter. With 52
switched on, and the morse key 'open',
there will not be an ammeter reading, but
is should be possible to receive the crystal
oscillator on the receiver.
With both variable capacitors at maxi-

mum, elose 52 and press the morse key.
This will give a meter reading. Very
qulckly rotate VCl for a pronounced dip in
the anode current. This dip indicates reso-
nance. Rotate VC2 slowly to increase the
meter current to about 50 mA, and slightly
return VC1, if necessary I tc resonance.
With a HT of 270 V and an anode current
0150 mA, the input power is about 13.5W.
The antenna or antenna/ ATU combina-

tion can now replace the dummy load, and
minor adjustments made with VCI/VC2 if
necessary. The t.ransmitter is now ready to
go on the air. It can be loaded to 60 mA

SOME SUGGESTED
COMPONENTSUPPLIERS

Crystals:
Type FT243 (and others), and
holders, trom: JAN CRYSTALS,
2341 Crystal Drive, P.O. Box
06017, Fort Myers, FL 33906-
6017. U.S.A.
All types except FT243 tram: Quartz
Crystals, P.O. Box 19, Erith, Kent
DA81LM.

Valves and valve bases:
RST MailOrder Co., Langrex
Supplies Ud., 1 Mayo Road,
Croydon, Surrey CR6 2QP.
Colomar (Electranics) Ud., 170
Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ.

Variable capacitors VC1 and VC2:
J. Birkett, 25 The Strait, Lineoln LN2
1JF (ean also supply resistors,
capacitors and other small
eomponents).

maximum (approx. 15W). The loading can
be reduced as required, e.g.. to 40 mA (for
approx. 10 W), or 50 mA (Ior approx.
13.5W).

Other bands
The transmitter can also be opera ted on
the 7-MHz (40-m) band with either a 3.5-
MHz or 7-MHz band crystal. with the size
of Li reduced by removing Xof the turns.
Valve V2 then operates as apower ampli-
Heron 7 MHz with a 7-MHz crystal. or as a
frequency doubler, with a little lower out-
put. with a 3.5-MHz crystal. In a similar
way, by further red uction of the induc-
tance of L1, and using a 7-MHz crystal, the
PA will act as a doubler to produce a 14-
MHz band signal. Anyone requiring
multiband operation could weIl make LI a
2-pin plug-in device for easy wavechange.

Conclusion
This t:wo-valve circuit has been designed
as a simple, very reliable, near fool-proof,
f.requency-stable, HF test transmitter. The
circuit and component selection (i.e.,
valves and crystal control) have been die-
tated solely to meet the target specifica-
tions discussed earlier. It performe its [ob
for initial testing of narrowband tuned
loop antennas perfectly. and has also
proved to be an excellent lew-power
everyday and spare transmitter.
FinaUy, as with all AC mains opera ted

equipment, there are high voltages present
in the transmitter and PSU circuits. High
voltages should always be treated with
care and respect, since they may be lethaI.
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